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Abstract

In today's optical communication systems, the demultiplexer limits the number of

channels that can be transmitted through the optical fiber, since its wavelength channels

demultiplexing limit is typically larger than 0.5 nm. To increase this limitation ofthe

demultiplexer, this thesis discusses the research and development of a demultiplexer

constructed with cascading diffraction gratings.

To achieve larger channel separation, a multi-grating demultiplexer was developed

using diffraction gratings with different profile in different configurations. With different

configuration utiliizing different grating, an improvement of 50% to 1700% in separation

of wavelength channels was achieved compared to the single grating system. In addition

routing properties of the chirped grating were researched.

Over all, the research presented here demonstrates that it is possible to increase the

wavelength channel spacing and route the channels using multi-grating system.
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Chapter 1

Introductions and Communication Network

Introduction

Fast paced increase in the need for the higher bandwidth in communication systems

has led to the development optical networks. While moving to an optical network

topology has increased the available bandwidth, today's communication technologies still

do not fully utilize the potential of optic communication systems, due to limiting

constraints in the optical system components. All optical network systems have the

potential to dramatically increase the efficiency of communication networks however,

due to high cost and power loss today's communication networks still rely on optical-to

electrical and electrical-to-optical conversion network elements. The difficult task in

creating all optic networks is the development cost effective, flexible, and reliable

Wavelength Add Drop Multiplex (WADM) components capable of

demultiplexing/multiplex a highly dense signal efficiently.

Even with the advancement in optical components within the optical communication

systems, the available wavelength channel ranges are limited. These limitations arise

from the optical fiber, which has narrow wavelength ranges with low loss centered at

wavelength, 0.8 J.lm, 1.3 J.lm and 1.5 J.lm. In addition to the limitations of the optical fiber,
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the optical amplifiers, such as the erbium dope fiber amplifier (EDFA), currently in used

also limit the minimum channel spacing due to the limited range of wavelengths it can

amplify uniformly, typically about 35-40 nm [23]. Therefore, in order to increase the

efficiency of optical communication systems, the number of channels within the available

wavelength ranges needs to be increased. However, in today's optical communication

systems, the demultiplexer is one of the factors which limits the number of channels that

can be transmitted through the optical fiber, since it can only demultiplex wavelength

channels with wavelength separations larger than 0.5 nm. Therefore, to increase the

number of the wavelength channels, there is a need for a demultiplexer that is capable of

separating closely packed wavelength channels. To meet this need, this thesis discuss the

research and development of a demultiplxer constructed with cascading diffraction

gratings to achieve a demultiplexer that is capable of separating the closely packed, less

than 0.5 nm, wavelength channels.

1 Communication Network

1.1 Communication Technologies

Current communication systems consist of two types of technologies, wireless and

wired. For the wireless technology, microwaves or radiowaves are used to transmit

information over the air. For wired technology, we use metal-based transmission media

or fiber optic-based media to transmit information over the land. When comparing the

two wired technologies, fiber optic-based technology offers many advantages over metal

base technology. Compared to metal-based technology, fiber optic-based technology
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offers larger bandwidth, lower loss, no electromagnetic interference, smaller cross-talk,

and higher security. Also, optical fiber is smaller and lighter than the metallic counter

part, and consequently, it is much easier to install than metallic-based connections.

1.2 Fiber Optic Communication Setup

The basic communication system setup consists of a signal transmitter, channel, and

receiver. First, the signal is modulated on a carrier frequency using one of many different

modulation methods. Second, the modulated signal is transmitted over the channel.

Finally, the modulated signal is received at the receiver and demodulated.

Currently, most of the communication system setups are a mixture ofmetallic-based

connections and fiber optic based connections. Typically in short-haul communications,

metallic-based channel media are used and for the long haul, some metallic and fiber

optic channels are used to transmit signals. In long-haul transmission using fiber optics,

the information source is converted into electrical signals then converted into optical

signals and transmitted over the fiber optic cables.

Even with introduction and development of many different technologies in optical

communication systems, full capabilities of the optic networks are not utilized due to

limitations of the individual components within the optical systems. These limitations

include: dispersion of wavelengths while traveling in the optical fiber, lack of stable and

narrow spectral widths, and incapability of separating closely packed wavelengths.

Still with the limitations of the optical system components, current communication

systems do not fully utilizes the potential of fiber optic technologies that are available.

The biggest cause of these limitations is the mixture ofmetallic (electrical) and optic
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(light) based components. With all the improvements and developments, current

communication systems still depends on the electrical signals within the networks (e.g. at

routers, regenerator, and repeater), which limits the bandwidth and speed. This limitation

arises mostly at the nodes within the communication-network. As the signal reaches the

nodes of the network, each signal is distributed (routed) through the network. Current

communication systems still depend on an electrical means to distribute (route) the

communication signal to a designated point instead of routing the light signal directly to

the intended path or channel. This means that the optical signal must be transformed into

an electrical signal each time it reaches a node of the communication network and then

routed to its designated node or receiver.

In order to use the full bandwidth ofoptical technologies available, an all optical

approach in such networks is desirable. To realize the all optical network, some of the

key optical system components within the system are in need of improvement.

1.3. Components of Fiber Optic Communication System

In the fiber optic communication system there are many different components that are

essential, including, light source, optical fiber, multiplexer, demultiplexer, optical

amplifier, router/switch, and receiver [14].

1.3.1 Light Source

In order to send a signal over the fiber optic system, the signal needs to be converted

from an electrical signal to an optical signal before launching it into the fiber. To convert

the electrical signal to an optical signal, some type of light source is required. The light
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sources currently used with fiber optics are semiconductor light source; either a light

emitting diode (LED) or a semiconductor laser. Using either LED or laser, the signal is

modulated with different modulation schemes, either internally or externally depending

on the required bandwidth, and then the signal is transmitted over the channels

(transmission media).

Of the two light sources available, laser-based sources are more widely used due to

their high power and narrow spectral width, even though they are more costly than the

LEDs. Still some systems requiring low to moderate data rates use LED base light

sources, since LEDs offer relatively low cost and are less sensitive to temperature [14].

1.3.2 Channel

To deliver a light signal, fiber optic cable is used to guide the optical signal through

the systems. In fiber optic systems, there are two general classifications of fiber optic

cable, multimode and single mode fiber. Multimode fibers are still used for some

applications calling for moderated distances and/or data rates. But, due to the limitations

of the multimode transmission, single mode fiber currently dominates the market, even

though single mode fibers are more costly, more difficult to fabricate within certain

tolerances requirement, and more difficult to couple light into from the source [11].

1.3.2.1 Multimode Fiber

In the early stages of optical communication systems, the multimode fibers were used.

Typically, the multimode has core size of 50 J.tm and cladding size of 125 J.tm. This large

core size allows many modes ofpropagation to exist within the fiber, which gives rises to
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the modal dispersion, a condition where different propagation modes of the light pulse

(signal) travel different paths resulting in temporal spreading of the pulse. This type of

modal dispersion limits the data rate of multimode fiber to less than 100 Mb/s.

1.3.2.2 Single-mode Fiber

To reduce the effect of modal dispersion in fiber, single mode fibers were developed.

Typically, single-mode fiber has core size of9 ~m and cladding size of 125 ~m.

Theoretically, this core size allows only one mode ofpropagation to exist within the fiber

at a given wavelength that minimizes dispersion [29]. However, even the single

propagation mode still suffers from chromatic dispersion [24], a condition arising from

the spectral spread in the light and the spectral dependence of the refractive index of the

material. In chromatic dispersion the different frequency components travel at different

phase velocities within the waveguide medium, the fiber core. Nevertheless, single mode

fiber allows at much higher data rate, 10 to 40 Gb/s, than the multimode. Further, single

mode fiber can be designed not to have net dispersion at a given wavelength (or over a

narrow wavelength range). These qualities make single mode fiber the transmission

medium ofchoice for high bandwidth applications.

1.3.3 Amplifier

Most times in long-haul communications, the signal needs to be amplified between

connections. Prior to the advent ofoptical amplifiers, amplification of an optical signal

required that it be converted to an electrical signal, reconditioned and amplified

electrically, and converted back to an optical signal to be launched in the network again.
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However, since the introduction of the erbium doped fiber amplifier (EDFA), which

allows optical amplification of the signal, it has been possible to transmit optical signals

over long haul without having to introduce electrical nodes that slow the data rate [9].

Still, for extremely long-haul networks, optical signals need to be reshaped (regenerated),

due to distortion caused by the optical amplifiers and fiber, including amplified

spontaneous emission (ASE) and dispersion.

1.3.4 Multiplexing of Optical Signals

To efficiently use the available bandwidth, typically, different channels are

multiplexed into a single channel. Electronically, signals are multiplexed in the time or

frequency domain, known as TDM (time division multiplexing) for time domain and

FDM (frequency division multiplexing) for frequency domain. Also CDM (code division

multiplexing) is used in many oftoday's communication systems. Each of these

multiplexing schemes lends themselves best to certain modulation approaches. Optically,

signals are multiplexed in the wavelength domain, known as WDM (wavelength division

multiplexing), which is complimentary to the other multiplexing schemes. In addition to

WDM, all optical multiplexing scheme utilizing TDM and CDM are currently

implemented [13].

1.3.4.1 Multiplexing Scheme in Hybrid Communication System

In hybrid communication networks, where electrical and optical systems are used

together, WDM alone cannot satisfy the all the needs of a large network, especially when

a single carrier wavelength is used for single channel. Therefore, signals in current
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communication network are multiplexed electronically into either TDM or CDM signals

and further multiplexed with WDM as the electrical signal are converted into an optical

signal.

1.3.4.2 Multiplexing Scheme in All Optical System

Based on electrical multiplexing schemes, optical signals are also being multiplexed

using TDM, CDM, and WDM [10]. In OTDM (optical time division multiplexing),

unlike electrical TDM, where signals are divided in time slots, electrical pulses are

converted into optical pulses and then optical pulses are compressed using special fiber

[10]. In WDM, each wavelength is used as a carrier for a signal. Finally, in OCDM

(optical code division multiplexing), a signal is coded and decoded using similar

technique as the electrical counter part [11].

1.3.5 Multiplexer and Demultiplexer

In optical systems, ability to combine (multiplex) and separate (demultiplex) the

closely spaced carriers into each wavelength channel is crucial. As the capability of

separating closely spaced wavelength channels increases, the capacity for sending more

information over the fiber increases. However, there is a limit to bit rate which can be

transmitted, as the bit rate increases the channel spacing has to increase, but current

technology has not yet reached the maximum channel spacing for available bit rates.

There are many different methods in which the light signals are separated according to

wavelengths. The technologies most often used to demultiplex/multiplex optical signals

in current optic systems, employing DWDM (dense wavelength division multiplexing) re
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methods base on reflective/refractive gratings, array waveguide gratings, and fiber Bragg

gratings (FBG) [2].

1.3.6 Router/Switch

Once the optical signals have been delivered to a node of the network and the mixed

signals have been demultiplexed, each signal is routed to its designated destination. To

route the optic signals, there are several different methods utilized, which depend on the

number of channels and channel spacing. For a low number of channels, FBG based

routers or simple mirror-based routers are used to direct the signals. Currently, for

moderate to high density channels spacing, MEMS (microelectronic mechanical systems)

are being implemented.

Routers and switches are the main cause of delay in the optical network, especially

when mechanical-based routers are used (e.g. routers using motors to rotate the mirrors).

1.3.7 Receiver

Once the optical signal reaches the destination, it is detected, demodulated, and

decoded in electrical form by the receiver. To the convert optical signal to an electrical

signal, semiconductor-based photo detectors are used. The electrical signal is amplified

and passed along for equalization and discriminated by electrical circuitry [14].

1.4 Wavelength add/drop multiplexer (WADM)

One of the key components in the optical network system is WADM (wavelength

add/drop multiplexer), also known as OADM (optical add/drop multiplexer). WADM
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allows the signals to be dropped or added at the nodes of the system network, allowing

efficient use of the optical fiber network. Without an OADM, it would be necessary to

place additional optical cable for each path between the nodes in the optical network.

In next chapter, Chapter 2, more detail about the gratings used in today optical

communication technologies will be discuss along with their use in this project.
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Chapter 2

Different Grating Technologies

There are three primary types of gratings used to develop multiplexer and

demultiplexer systems: Bragg gratings, arrayed waveguide gratings, and diffraction

gratings. Each grating type offers unique properties, which can be used to develop

diverse multiplexer/demultiplexer characteristics for different requirements within optical

systems. The following sections will describe each of these.

2.1 Bragg grating

For simple or less dense WDM systems, a multiplexer/demultiplexer is constructed

using a Fiber Bragg Grating (FBG). The FBG offers both narrow and broad wavelength

demultiplexing/multiplexing capabilities. Typical FBG multiplexer/demultiplexer

structures consists of a Bragg grating and a 3-dB coupler.

The fiber Bragg grating is a periodic (or near periodic) distribution of alternating

regions of higher and lower refractive index. The effect ofthe alternating refractive index

produces a narrowband mirror, which reflects a narrow range of wavelengths around the

Bragg wavelength (given in Eq.l) and allows all other wavelengths to pass through. At

the interface between the alternating refractive index a portion of the forward going

signal is reflected and the rest is passed. At each successive junction, another portion of

the forward going signal gets reflected back. At or near the grating's matched
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wavelength, known as the Bragg wavelength or Bragg frequency, all of the reflected

waves add in phase and as a result the signal is nearly completely reflected [15].

The Bragg wavelength is given in Eq. 1,

(1)

where Do is the average refractive index of the propagation modes and A is the period of

index modulation.

Currently the most common method ofproducing fiber Bragg gratings is through the

use of a silica phase mask and ultraviolet light (UV). First, the proper grating size is

etched onto the phase mask and the fiber is exposed to UV light. Due to the UV

sensitivity of the fiber core, when the core is exposed to UV light, the index of refraction

of the core changes. This change in refractive index creates a periodic structure of

varying index of refraction, which acts as the Bragg grating. Another method of

fabrication without the use of a phase mask is through the use of two UV sources. In this

method, two UV sources are shone across the optical fiber and the fringes produced by

the interference of the two sources cause the change in refractive index.

Normally a FBG is able to reflect a narrow range of the wavelengths near or at Bragg

wavelength. However, through used of a chirped Bragg grating, where the periodic

structure of the altering refractive index changes from low to high with distance through

the grating, broad wavelength rangescan be reflected.

Even though the FBG-based demultiplexer is capable of demultiplexing a narrow

range of wavelengths, the FBG is only capable of demultiplexing a single wavelength

12



range at a time. Therefore, in order to demultiplex a multi-channel system, multiple FBG

demultiplexers are needed in series. For example, in order to demultiplex a 16 channel

signal, a minimum of 8 FBG demultiplexers are required in a cascade configuration, with

each FBG having a different Bragg wavelength. Because of this characteristic, FBG-

based demultiplexers are typically used for less dense WDM systems.

Since a demultiplexer using FBG is capable of demultiplexing a single wavelength

range at a time, there have not been many improvements made to FBG-based

demultiplexers recently. Most of the improvements to the FBG technologies have been in

development of efficient and cost effective ways of creating accurate periodic structures

forFBGs.

2.2 AWG (Arrayed Waveguide Grating)

One of the most widely used multiplexer/demultiplexer technologies is the AWG

multiplexer/demultiplexer. The AWG consists of input and output waveguides, typically

star couplers, with the arrayed waveguide between them, having a constant path-length

difference between neighboring

waveguides, see Figure 1.

As the multi-channel signal enters the

input section ofthe AWG, it is

distributed evenly throughout the input

waveguides, due to the power

distribution characteristic of the star

/ ', !

/ /
, I

I ;'
! /

/ /
/ /

Figure 1: Arrayed Waveguide Grating (AWG)
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coupler [12]. As the redistributed light beams enter the arrayed waveguide section of the

AWG, each light beam travels a slight different path length, where the difference is given

in Eq. 2.

Here, D is the lateral separation of the input waveguides, d is the arrayed waveguide

separation, fis the radius of curvature of the star coupler, Nc is the group index ofthe

(2)

effective core index fie, ns is the effective index of slab region, 1>..0 is the center wavelength

of the WDM system, and t:.1>.. is the channel spacing of the WDM system. As the light

travels through the arrayed waveguide, it experiences a phase shift due to the different

path lengths traveled. This relative phase shift between each channel at the exit of arrayed

waveguide is given by Eq. 3.

As the light exits the arrayed waveguide section ofthe AWG, each ofthe light beams

constructively interfere into single focal points on the second slab. The location of the

focal point for each channel depends on its carrier wavelength. The physical length

separation of the wavelengths for the AWG is given by Eq. 4.

Ax Ncf(M)
=

t:.A n,dAo
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In the AWG, the number of array waveguides is increased in order to minimize the loss.

Also, the number of the array waveguides is increased as the number of channel increases.

In an attempt to increase the demultiplexing-abilities of AWGs, Takada et al [4][5],

used two AWGs, one as the primary and the other as the secondary in tandem. In an

improved version [5], a 1 X 5 multiplexer/demultiplexer with flat-top interference filter

and five 1 X 288 AWGs with aID GHz channel spacing as second filters were used.

The primary AWG separated the signals into 5 channels in succession according to the

wavelength. Then the 5 channels were demultiplexed using the secondary 1 X 288 AWG

for each channel.

Even though Takada et aI. [5] were able to develop a lower transmission loss

demultiplexer/multiplexer, capable of separating signals with channel spacing of 10 GHz,

the method of using two-stage AWG had its down falls. In order to demultiplex the 288

channels in the secondary AWGs, a 5-inch wafer was required to make a single

secondary AWG due to the large number of arrayed waveguides and long focal length.

The secondary AWG needed more than 1000 arrayed waveguides and more than 4 cm of

spacing for focal area.

To optimize the performances of the tandem AWG demultiplexer/multiplexer,

additional processes were implemented on secondary AWG. The temperature ofthe

secondary AWG' s substrate had to be controlled in order to obtain all the channels from

the output ofthe secondary AWG. In addition, UV irradiation was used to sharpen the

pass band of AWG to compensate for the phase error. Even with the phase error

compensation with UV irradiation, larger side lobes were present on the higher bands,

which led to higher phase error.
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In further development of cascading AWGs in tandem, Takada et al. were able to

increase the number of channels separated using 3-stages [6], without sacrificing much in

transmission loss. In the 3-stage configuration, Takada was able to reduce the size of the

biggest AWG, but a number of different parameter AWGs had to be fabricated

individually.

2.3 Diffraction Grating

Another common method used in multiplexer and demultiplexer technology is the use

of diffraction gratings. The diffraction grating is simply a reflective or transmitting

surface with periodic grooves, see Figure 2. There are two types of diffractive gratings

commonly used in today's multiplexer and demultiplexer scheme, ruled and holographic.

Even though both types ofgratings consist of closely spaced, straight-line grooves in

parallel on the substrates, there are differences between the two. The differences between

the ruled and holographic grating arise from not only the way each grating is

manufactured but also by the physical profile of each groove [23]. The ruled gratings

have a saw tooth-shaped groove profiles tilted at a specific angle (the blaze angle) that is

designed to have maximum efficiency at a specific (blaze) wavelength. The holographic

grating has a sinusoidal groove

profile. Because the holographic

grating has a sinusoidal pattern

groove, holographic gratings

cannot be blazed easily and the
Figure 2: Diffraction grating, holographic grating
profile on top and ruled grating on the bottom
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efficiency is usually less than a comparable ruled grating. However, when the groove

spacing-to-wavelength ratio is nearly one, holographic gratings have virtually the same

efficiency as ruled gratings and they can be fabricated with much higher groove densities.

Both ruled and holographic diffraction gratings separate a multi-wavelength source

into its component wavelengths by diffraction, a process in which light incident on a

surface with dimensions similar in size to its wavelength is dispersed at certain angles. As

the multiple wavelengths hit the grating, each wavelength is diffracted into a different

angle. It is this difference in diffraction angle that separates light into each spectral

component.

In a transmission grating the diffracted light is passed through at an angle equal to the

diffraction angle. For reflective gratings, the light is first diffracted as it is reflected by

the coating on the surface of the grooves at an angle equal to the diffraction angle.

The relationship between the incident angle, wavelength, and groove density to the

diffraction angle is given by grating the equation in Eq. 5.

nA =A(sin(Oi) ± sine0,,))

Here, n is the integer diffraction mode-order for the light, A is the spatial period of the

groove on the grating, 8i is the incident angle, 8d is the diffracted angle, and A is the

wavelength ofthe light. This grating equation is the same for both the ruled and the

(5)

holographic groves in reflective and transmission gratings. The grating equation can be

rewritten in the form given by Eq. 6 to show the relationship between the incident angle

and diffracted angle. Equation 6 shows that, the diffracted angle depends on the
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wavelength, groove period, and incident angle. As wavelength increases and or the

groove period decreases, the diffracted angle increases.

(6)

Currently, not much attention has been given to the diffraction grating scheme since

the diffraction of light is well studied and diffraction by a single grating is limited by the

grating Equation. Therefore, there has not been much room to improve the diffraction

grating. Most ofthe efforts associated with diffraction gratings have been in

manufacturing process, to increase the consistency of groove profile and groove spacing.

Other improvements in diffractive grating technology have been in shaping of gratings to

focus light without using lenses or to line up the light to couple into fiber.

2.4 Improvement of Diffraction Grating Demultiplexer

Of the three types of gratings, the diffraction grating was chosen for this thesis to

construct a tunable demultiplexer. In the Chapter 3, the theory and calculations

supporting the design will be discussed to show the feasibility of the demultiplexer

developed through this research. The system presented here, which is capable of

demultiplexing wavelength channels that are separated by less than 0.5 urn, was

engineered by cascading two diffraction gratings, one normal ruled grating and a chirped

grating. In later chapters, Chapter 4 and Chapter 5, the experiment setup and measured

data will be presented. Finally, in Chapter 6, the results ofthe data will be discussed.
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Chapter 3

Theory and Calculation

3.1 Theory

Most diffraction based multiplexers and demultiplexers schemes use a single grating

to separate the WDM signals. Yet, a single grating system with limited space, however it

is configured, can only resolve limited wavelength channel spacing. In order to increase

the demultiplexing capability ofa single grating system, the physical space between the

grating and the output fiber has to be increased, since angular separation between the

wavelengths is limited by the diffraction equation (see Eqs. 5 and 6).

As can be seen from Eq. 6, for a single grating system, only two factors can be

controlled to increase the separation between the wavelengths, incident angle and groove

density. However, the values of incident angle and groove density are limited by the Eq.

7, given below that expresses the range of angles over which diffraction is possible. IfEq.

7 is not satisfied, the values of the all the diffraction angles becomes imaginary, which

signifies that only the mirror reflection or total internal reflection/refraction exist.

nA. _ sin(BJ ~ 1
A

(7)

In addition, the groove density of the grating is limited by the wavelength since as the

grating's groove period gets smaller than the wavelength, the grating does not diffracts
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the light, but reflects it as mirror would. Therefore, once this limitation is reached, the

separation can only be increased by increasing the distance between the output fiber and

grating. Doing so is not ideal since prevailing demand is for smaller, more reliable, and

cost effective systems.

To increase the separation between the wavelengths for a given device size using the

grating system, multiple gratings in series are used. By having a series ofgratings, the

incident angle and/or the groove density for each ofthe individual wavelength channel

changes at the second grating, giving rise to an increase in separation, as shown in Figure

3. As Figure 3 shows, the wavelengths are initially separated by the first grating, then the

separated wavelengths travel different paths to the second grating, where the shorter

wavelengths travel to a second grating with smaller diffracted angles than the longer

wavelengths. This wavelength-dependent change in incident angle for the second grating

gives rise to larger diffraction angle changes in the second grating, and hence, larger

angular separation of the wavelengths. The drawback to using such a configuration is the

loss that is encountered by using two gratings in series. This issue will be addressed in

later chapters. For now, we proceed with the

derivation of the resolution performance for

dual grating demultiplexers.

3.1.1 Chirped Grating

In order to increase the effectiveness of

the dual grating system, the chirped grating

Figure 3: Diffraction behavior ofwavelength
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is introduced in this research. The idea of the chirped grating, a grating fabricated such

that groove density varies from one position to another position within the same grating,

arose from grating equation. This equation shows that diffraction angle is greatly

influenced by the groove density of the grating, and thus, by changing the groove density

as a function of the wavelength one can control the diffraction angle. By controlling the

diffraction angle, the channels can be routed to a desired location. In order to accomplish

this routing, a dual grating system must be implemented. By placing the chirped grating

at the position of first (master) grating would not make much sense, since at the first

grating, all channel would interact within the same area, since each channels travels as a

single beam. However, once the multi-channel beam diffracts from the first grating, each

wavelength is spatially separated. Therefore, by introducing a chirped grating at the

second (slave) grating position, where each wavelength interact with a different location

on the second grating, it would be possible to diffract each channel with a different

groove density. Thus by changing the location of incidence for each channel on the

chirped grating, either by rotation of the master grating or translation of the slave grating,

one can route a particular channel to desired location. Further, the additional diffraction

of the channels form the second grating can effectively introduce additional separation of

the channel, which will be shown in the calculation in this chapter.

3.2 Calculations

Using the grating equation (see Eqs. 5 and 6), two different setup calculations were

made to predict the position ofeach WDM channel as travels through the series of

diffraction grating.
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3.2.1 Initial testing setup calculation

To test the theory before the chirped grating could be fabricated, a dual-grating setup,

as shown in Figure 4, was setup and tested. For the initial setup, the following

calculations were done to predict the position of the each wavelength.

The experiment was setup such that for given angle at the second grating, the diffracted

angle would be in the increasing x-axis direction.

Recall that Eq. 6 is, given as:

(6)

where At is the wavelengths, £hi is the incident angle on first grating, and Al is the groove

density of the first grating. Using this diffracted angle as the incident angle for a second

grating, the second diffracted angle £h2 is given by Eq. 8:

0d21 = sin-I(~ - sine0dl - Og)) (8)
A2

Here £h2 (labeled as angle b in Figure

4) is the incident angle of the light on

the second grating, and A2 is the

groove density of the second grating.
Figure 4: Geometry of initial dual grating setup
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Given the angle of second grating (8d2) and the height of the grating hyo, which is the

vertical distance between the x-axis and the position of the reference wavelength Ao at

second grating, the line equation of the second grating position is written as:

(9)

Then the line equation of the light path between the first grating and second grating can

be written as:

(10)

Here mg is slope of second grating path equation, Il1a is the slope of the light path between

the first and second gratings, hyo is the y position of the reference wavelength at the

second grating, Ao is the reference wavelength, and XxO is the x position of reference

wavelength.

Combining the two equations above results in:

(11)

where the slopes can be written as:

(12)

(13)



Then by using trigonometric relations, the x position of second grating is given as

and the horizontal distance between each wavelength from the grating to the final

position on the x-axis where the output fiber is positioned is given as:

(14)

(15)

Thus, the final x position of the each wavelength is the sum ofthe xg and Xj, which is

written as:

Substituting for y gives the final equation:

(16)

x =t

tan(Bg ) "xgO +hyo

tan(Bg )
1+-----'-

tan(Ba )
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This final position Xf gives location of each wavelength relative to the position of

initial light incident area ofthe first grating, which is defmed as the origin.

3.2.2 Final Setup Calculation

The final dual-grating setup is set as shown in Figure 5. Unlike the initial

measurement, the output fiber was placed in the y-axis. For the final setup, the following

calculations were done to predict the output position of each wavelength.

The experiment was setup such that for a given angle at the second grating, the

diffracted angle would be in the increasing y-axis direction, see Figure 5.

Since the diffracted angle of second grating is in the increasing y-direction, the diffracted

angle of second grating is different from the initial setup, where diffracted angle of

second grating is now written as:

(18)

Using the same method as the

initial calculations with the

line equation of the

wavelength path and grating

path position, and combining

the two equations gives:

Yt

t

\\
8g \\

C::~::l"""""'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' ..:....\-.~

0'

Figure 5: Geometry offinal dual grating setup
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mg ohxo +Ygo
X =--"---~

mg +ma

Again using trigonometric relations the y-position of second grating is given as;

sin(b +d)
Y =x ---'----'-

g sin(OdI)

or

(19)

(20)

(21)

The vertical distance between the each wavelength from the grating to the final position

on the y-axis, where the output fiber is positioned is given as:

sinCe)
Y =x

f sin(f)

or

(22)

(23)

Thus, the final y-axis position of each wavelength is the sum ofYg and Yfi which is written

as

Substituting x into the about equation gives:

(24)

(25)



From the equations 17 and 25 both gives calculated position of the each channel for

each configuration. As it can be seen by the equations, the relationship between the

channel's wavelength and position is not linear, which is undesirable. However, by

controlling the grating density variation of second grating (chirped), the position of each

channel could be come more linear.

In next chapter, Chapter 4, where all the data will be presented that show the non

linearity of dual grating system.
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Chapter 4

Experiment Procedures, Setups and Measurement

To test the theory ofthe dual grating system, multiple experiments were set up using

two gratings in series. The following sections detail the various setups, experimental

procedures, and results.

4.1 Testing of the Theory

To test the efficacy of the multiplexer/demultiplexer scheme, various measurements

were made with different components in one of two basic measurement configurations.

For the first measurement configuration, a single grating system, consisting of

Tunable Laser EDFA
HP 8168D FPA 18

Wavemeter Multi-grating demultiplexer
HP 86120B

Figure 6: Schematic of the measurement setup
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collimating optics and a uniform ruled grating (600 grooves/mm), was set up and tested

as a reference. Then a second configuration using a dual grating system was set up and

tested. In this second configuration, the original ruled grating was used along with one of

the following gratings to increase the physical separation between the wavelengths:

1. Uniform 600 grooves/mm

2. Chirped grating

Groove spacing varied from 300 grooves/mm to 600 grooves/mm for the chirped grating

(using segmented grating, which is described in a later section of this chapter)

4.1.1 Layout of the Measurement Setup

A schematic of the experimental setup is shown in Figure 6, and the physical

dimensions of this

setup are shown in

Figure 7. For the

Input
fiber

laser source, a

tunable laser HP

8168D was used.

c=:> Lens

10.5 em

Second Grating/
Mirror

Since the maximum

output power from

the tunable laser

was 350 ~W (-4.6

First
grating

7.3 cm

7.5 em

-J
13.5 em

dBm), an EDFA,

Figure 7: Dimensions of the setup
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Newport FPA18, was used to amplify the tunable laser to 18 dBm. However, this caused

the unwanted effect of spectral spreading of the laser due to ASE (amplified spontaneous

emission), which could not be compensated for with the available equipment and shows

up in the experimental results as broadened channel width. The experimental setup is

shown in Figure 8. The amplified light was focused through the lens and transmitted

through the multi-grating system. After the incoming signal was separated by the

demultiplxing systems, the diffracted wavelengths were collected into single-mode fiber,

designated in Figure 8 as the Output fiber. The output power was measured with a

wavemeter, HP 86l20B

4.1.2 Reference Setup

First, to

compare the

results between

the single and

dual grating

configurations,

measurements

using a single

grating were

performed (see

Figure 9a). In this

Lens

First
grating

Second grating!
Mirror

~
Movement of ~
output fiber

---------------------~

Output fiber Output fiber

Figure 8: Measurement
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setup, the input signal containing multiple wavelengths was diffracted via a gold-coated

ruled grating with 600 grooves/rom (Edmund Optics). Since the separation of the

channels increased as the distance between the grating and collection fiber increased,

from the angular spreading of light from the first grating, the distance between the initial

grating and output fiber needed to be held constant for all the setups. Therefore, in order

to minimize the affect of the variation of the distance between the first grating and the

output fiber, a mirror was placed between the first grating and the output fiber. This

insured that all setups, both single and dual grating, had the same overall physical length.

4.1.2.1 Actual Dimensions for First Setup

In the setup, the components were placed such that they would minimize the distance

between the each other. The dimension of the setup is as follows (also shown in Figure 7).

The horizontal distance between the first grating and the second grating was 7.3 em,

which is labeled xg in Figure 4. The vertical distance between the first grating and the

second grating was 7.5 em, which is labeled h in Figure 4. The distance between center of

the first grating and center of the second grating was 10.5 em. The distance between

center of the second grating and the position of the output fiber where the middle

wavelength's peak: power was measure was 13.5 em.

The system was constructed this way for following reasons. First, it was desirable to

reduce the total size of the demultiplexer scheme. Second, in order to transmit the light

over the total path length of the demultiplexer the light needed to be collimated. However,

collimating the light required a second lens to be placed at the output fiber to refocus the

light into the fiber. The placement of an additional lens (ball lens) in front of the output
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fiber was difficult, though, and ultimately ineffective due to the lack of a stable lens

holder that would fit within the allotted space and allow adjustment of the ball lens

position to focus the light into the

output fiber. Therefore, an additional

lens in front of the output fiber was not

used. Further, the minimization of the

demultiplexer size in turn caused a

constraint in the working area, which

Grating

AI, A,2,A,3.. ..

Mirror

Output Fiber

~mrnmm

allowed only one lens to be used in
Figure 9a: Reference measurement setun.

Uutput Fiber

front of the input fiber of the system to

focus the light into output fiber after it

had been transmitted through the

demultiplexer scheme.

Grating

AI, A.2,A,3 ....

A,3

4.1.2.2 Measurement Technique in

First Setup

Grating

Figure 9b: Dual standard ruled grating (DS
configuration), both grating with 600 grooves/rom

Using a tunable laser in series with

an EDFA, a single wavelength,

starting at the lowest laser wavelength

(1545 nm), was transmitted through

the multi-grating system. The actual

Grating

AI, A.2,A.3 ....

Output Fiber

m~rn~mm~m

Groove space
varvim;r PTatim;r

power was measured using the Figure 9c: Standard/chirped ruled grating (SC
configuration), initial grating with 600 grooves/mm
and groove-spacing varying grating for second grating
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wavemeter by sweeping the output fiber in small intervals (0.05 mm) horizontally. Then,

the power at each position was recorded with the HP wavemeter. Once the full beam

width of the wavelength was measured, the individual channel wavelength was increased

by 1 nm and this procedure was repeated until the wavelength reached 1555 nm.

4.1.2.3 Reference Setup Results (Single Grating)

The following

sections present the
600

32.521.510.5a

1

-1 

E -3
OJ
~ -5

! -7
a.

-9

-11 -r--f---.-------,-----.----,----,------,12, and 13.

for each of the setups are

experiments. The data

results of the

shown in Figures 10, 11,

In the single 600 Position (mm)

grooves/mm grating Figure 10: Actual measurement for each wavelength for single
600 2TOoves/mm. (Reference measurement)

measurement, the spatial

separation between each

wavelength channel was

small. The average spatial

separation between each

channel's peak power

position was !1x/!.if.., R:

Wavelength vs. Position (600)

3

2.5 ••••E 2 •••.s ••
c: 1.5 ••~ ••'iii 1 ••0
a. ••0.5 . ••••a

1544 1546 1548 1550 1552 1554 1556

Wawlength (nm)

Figure 11: Peak power position ofeach wavelength for single 600
grooves/mm. (Reference measurement)
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0.24 mm/nm. The optical channels ranged in wavelength from 1545 nm (at the initial

position on x-axis) to 1555 nm in increments of 0.5 nm, see Figure 10.

The actual power measurement for each channel with the single 600 grooves/mm

grating is shown in Figure 11. In the measurements, the power fluctuated between

neighboring channels. On average, the peak power of each channel fluctuated L\P/L\'A R:i

0.67 dBm/nm from the neighboring channels. The power difference between the highest

power channel and the lowest power channel was 2.8 dBm. This power fluctuation in the

measurements, which occurred in all the measurements, was partially due to the

ineffective coupling into the output single-mode fiber, due to the small numerical

aperture. More on this will be discussed in Chapter 5.

4.1.3 Dual Grating Setup

For the first dual grating measurement, the mirror was replaced with a second gold

coated ruled grating with 600-grooves/mm (see Figure 9b). An increase in the separation

of the channels was expected in this case due to the change of incident angle of light on

the second grating as well as from the additional diffraction resulting from the grating

itself.

For the second dual grating measurement, the mirror was replaced with a segmented

chirped grating with groove spacing varying from 300 to 600 grooves/mm, see Figure 9c.

In this setup, a continuous chirped grating was not available, so the chirped grating was

constructed by placing different groove spaced gratings next to each other. This in turn

created a defect area at the joining of gratings. Because of this defect, measuring small

wavelength spacing was not possible; however, a demonstration of the concept was
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achievable.

The measurements were taken by moving a single fiber laterally from one end ofthe

output to other. The measurement started from the position closest to the second grating,

where the shortest wavelength was measured, and continued to the farthest output

position, where the longest wavelength was measured. Measurements for all setups were

conducted in same manner

to minimize the

measurement variation.

Also, the position of

shortest wavelength was

kept constant to avoid

6

5

E4
E
~ 3
j
~ 2
Q.

1

••••••••••••
•••••••••

1554 1556

0+-----,-------,---,--------,------,--------,

1544 1546 1548 1550 1552

Wawlength (nm)

Figure 12: Peak power position ofeach wavelength for dual grating.
Two 600 grooveslmm grating in seriesFor all measurements, the

differences in path length.

additional separation due to

power transmitted to first

grating was set at 5 dBm

and the first-order

diffraction mode was

chosen to separate the

signals.

Physical wavelength

0
E -1
!g -2
--3

1-4
Q.-5
lD
Jl!.a
«I
~ -7
o -8 - ~

z -9 I
0 1 2 3 4 5 6

position, starting from the Nonnalize Position (mm)

Figure 13: Actual measlD'elllent for each wavelength for dual
grating. Two 600 grooves/mm in series.
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shortest wavelength and continuing to the longest wavelength, is shown in Figures 9a, 9b,

and 9c for both the dual standard-ruled grating (DS) and standard/chirped-ruled grating

(SC) configurations, respectively. The position of shortest wavelength measured using

the single grating and mirror configuration was set as a reference point for all other

measurements. The channel wavelength separations were kept at 11')... = 0.5 nm for the

single grating and dual grating setups due to the minimum resolution of the wavemeter

used in the experiment. For the segmented chirped grating configuration, the maximum

channel separation was 1545 nm at the low end and 1555 nm at the high end. This large

wavelength separation was selected in order to avoid the defects that occurred at the

edges of the gratings, as well as to control groove density encountered by each of the

wavelengths.

4.1.3.1 Results for the Two 600 grooves/mm Gratings in Series

The normalized position of the peak powers for each channel from the two gratings in

series with 600 grooves/mm is shown in Figure 12. The average spatial separation

between each channel's peak power position was I1xJ11')... ~ 0.44 mm/nm.

The actual power measurements from the two grating in series are shown in Figure 13.

On average, the peak power of each channel fluctuated I1P/11')... ~ 0.67 dBm/nm from the

neighboring channels. The power difference between the highest power channel and the

lowest power channel was 2.8 dBm.

4.2 First Experiment with Continuous Chirped Grating (Lateral Measurement

Setup)
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After testing the dual grating system, two chirped gratings were fabricated, one grating

with groove density varying from 300 grooves/mm to 600 grooves/mm and a second

grating with groove density varying from 100 grooves/mm to 600 grooves/mm. Both

gratings' groove density increased continuously over a 5 mm length. However, since the

initial separation from the first grating (600 grooves/mm) did not separate the channels

wide enough to cover the

600
full length of the chirped
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three sections. The chirped
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into sections consisting of

Figure 14: Peak power position ofeach wavelength for single 600
grooves/mm. For the testing setup measurement (Reference
measurement)

groove density varying
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Figure 15: Actual measurement for each wavelength for single
600 grooves/mm. For the testing setup measurement (Reference
measurement)
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grating with groove density varying from 100 grooves/rom to 600 grooves/rom was

divided into sections consisting of groove density varying from 100 grooves/rom to 275

grooves/rom, 275 grooves/rom to 450 grooves/rom, and 450 grooves/rom to 600

grooves/rom.

With these new chirped gratings, the previous experimental procedures were repeated.

All the measurement including the single grating (reference measurement) and two 600

grooves/rom gratings in series were repeated to insure that any in advertent changes to the

variables within the setup were accounted for in all tests. For example, in this second

testing series, the position between the gratings were reduced to increase the power

delivered to the collection fiber. However, this resulted in limited range in the incident

angle for the first grating due to the geometry of the setup and the physical size of the

grating.

4.2.1 Reference Setup Results (Single Grating)

The normalized position
600

of each channel for the

54321

-20 +---~-----r----,-----,----,

o

o
E
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grating is shown in Figure

separation between each

channel's peak power

14. The average spatial

single 600 grooves/rom

position was /::,.X/KJ.. R:i Position (mm)

Figure 15: Actual measurement for each wavelength for single
600 grooves/mm. For the testing setup measurement (Reference
measurement)
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0.25mm/nm from the neighboring channels. The results of this reference measurement

differed from the previous measurement due to slight difference in distance between the

input and output (or collection) fiber.

The actual power measurements from the single 600 grooves/mm as the reference

measurement for this setup is shown in Figure 15. On average, the peak power of each

channel fluctuated ,1P/AA::::::

0.55 dBmlnm from the
600_600

neighboring channels. The
4

3.5 - •
power difference between 3 •E •-S 2.5 •
the highest power channel c 2 •

~ •'iii 1.5 •0
1 •and the lowest power 0-

•
o.~ l •

channel was 4.4 dBm.
1544 1546 1548 1550 1552 1554 1556

Wawlength (nm)

4.2.2 Results for the Two

600 grooves/mm Gratings

Figure 16: Peak power position ofeach wavelength for dual grating.
Two 600 grooves/mm grating in series for the testing setup
measurement.
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channel's peak power position was Ax/!1'A. ~ 0.33 mrn/nm.

The actual power measurements from the two 600 grooves/mm gratings in series are

shown in Figure 17. On average, the peak power of each channel fluctuated tll'/M ~ 0.67

dBm/nm from the

neighboring channels.
600_300-600 (Region I)

The power difference
16

14 . •
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Figure 18: Peak power position ofeach wavelength for dual grating.
600 grooves/mrn and 1st chirp grating in series for the testing setup
measurement. (at region I area ofchirped grating)
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varying from 300 grooves/mm to 600 grooves/mm, are shown in Figures 18, 19,20,21,

22 and 23. Due to the small separation of the channels from the first grating (600

grooves/mm), the chirped grating was divided into three sections, region I (RI: 300

grooves/mm to 400 grooves/mm), region II (RII: 400 grooves/mm to 500 grooves/mm),

and region III (Rill:

500 grooves/mm to

600 grooves/mm),

each with different

groove densities. The

division of the groove

density on the grating

was an approximation

600_300-600 (Region II)
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Region I ofthe lst Chirped Grating

The normalized position ofeach channel for the 600 grooves/mm grating in series

with region I of the 1st chirped grating is shown in Figure 18. The average spatial

separation between each channel's peak power position was M8'A. ~ 1.46 mm/nm.

The actual power

measurements from the 600_300-600 (Region III)

600 grooves/mm 30

•
grating and region II of •

•

Wawlength (nm)

Figure 22: Peak power position ofeach wavelength for dual
grating. 600 grooves/mm and Ist chirped grating in series for the
testing setup measurement. (at region III ofchirped grating)
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Region II of 1st Chirped Grating

The nonnalized position of each wavelength for the 600 grooves/nun grating in series

with region II of the 1st chirped grating are shown in Figure 20. The average spatial

separation between each channel's peak power position was Ax/Ii/... ~ 1.86 mm/nm.

The actual power

measurements from the

600 grooves/nun

grating and region II of

the 1st chirped grating

is shown in Figure 21.

On average, the peak

power of each channel

fluctuated tiP/Ii/... ~ 1.6

dBm/nm from the

600_100-600 (Region I)
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Figure 24: Peak power position of each wavelength for dual grating.
600 grooves/mm and 2nd chirped grating in series for the testing setup
measurement. (at region I ofchirped grating)
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Region III of the 1st Chirped Grating

The normalized position of each channel for the 600 grooves/mm grating series with

region III ofthe 1st chirped grating is shown in Figure 22. The average spatial separation

between each channel's peak power position was lix!1i"A ~ 2.15 mm/nm.

The actual power measurements from the 600 grooves/mm grating and region III of

the 1st chirped grating are shown in Figure 23. On average, the peak power of each

channel fluctuated IiP/Ii"A ~ 1.35 dBm/nm from the neighboring channels. Due to the

large power fluctuations, some of the channels could not be measured. The power

difference between the highest power channel and the lowest power channel in 1546 nm

to 1552 nm ranges was 8.1 dBm.

4.2.4 Results for the 600 grooves/mm Grating and the 2nd Chirped Grating in Series

The measurements from 600 grooves/mm grating series with the 2nd chirped grating

having groove density varying from 100 grooves/mm to 600 grooves/mm is shown in

Figures 24,25,26,27,28, and 29.

4.2.4.1 Results at Region I of the 2nd Chirped Grating

The normalized position of each channel for the 600 grooves/mm grating in series

with region I of the 2nd chirped grating is shown in Figure 24. The average spatial

separation between each channel's peak power position was Iix/1i"A ~ 1.24 mm/nm.

The actual power measurements from the 600 grooves/mm grating and region I of the

2nd chirped grating are shown in Figure 25. On average, the peak power of each channel

fluctuated 1iP/1i"A ~ 0.86 dBm/nm from the neighboring channels. The power difference
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between the highest power channel and the lowest power channel in 1546 nm to 1554 nm

range was 4.2 dBm.

4.2.4.2 Results at Region II of the 2nd Chirped Grating

The normalized

position of each channel
600_100-600 (Region II)

o +-------,--

1544 1546 1548 1550 1552 1554 1556

Wawlength (nm)

Figure 26: Peak power position ofeach wavelength for dual grating.
600 grooves/mm and 2nd chirped grating in series for the testing setup
measurement. (at region II ofchirped grating)
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of each channel fluctuated 1!Jl/!1A ::::l 0.74 dBm/nm from the neighboring channels. As was

the in region III measurements of the 1st chirped grating, the full range of the channels

could not be measured because the power dropped too low to be measured by the

wavementer for some of them. The power difference between the highest power channel

and the lowest
600_100-600 (Region IIQ
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The average spatial separation between each channel's peak: power position was M!1'A ~

2.15 mm/nm.

The actual power measurements from the 600 grooves/mm grating and the region III

of2nd chirped grating are shown in Figure 29. On average, the peak: power of each

channel fluctuated I:1P/M ~ 1.76 dBm/nm from the neighboring channels. As in the

previous measurements, the full range of channels could not be measured. The power

difference between the highest power channel and the lowest measured power channel in

1546 nm to 1553 nm ranges was 12.1 dBm. This large power fluctuation arises from the

incident angle of the light entering the output fiber that is caused by the large spectral

separation. More will be discussed in a later chapter.

4.3 Final Setup with Continuous Chirped Grating (Circular Measurement Setup)

To reduce the variation

of the power collected by

the output fiber caused by

the increase in entrance

angle as this output fiber

was moved laterally, the set

up for the output fiber was

changed as shown in Figure

30. As was done for all the

previous measurements, the

Output t------t---------.....,..~
fiber

First grating

Figure 30: Final measurement setup
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single grating system was set up and tested to be used as a reference measurement. Then

the second configuration using the dual grating system was setup and measured as well.

In the second setup, the following gratings were used as the second grating to increase the

physical separation between the wavelengths:

1. Uniform 600 grooves/mm

2. Chirped grating

Groove density varied from 300 grooves/mm to 600 grooves/mm for the fIrst chirped

grating and from 100 grooves/mm to 600 grooves/mm for the second, which was divided

into three

sections as it was

. .
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Figure 31: The dimensions for final setup
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previous measurements, for consistency.

In the fmal setup, reference measurements in steps of 1nm could not be done

accurately due to the small angular changes between the wavelengths. Thus

measurements were taken at the two end wavelengths, 1545 nm and 1555 nm, and the

result was ~e ~ 0.8 degrees separated the wavelengths.

Due to lack of fine control over the angular movement of the output fiber, actual

power measurement ofeach could not be measured accurately, therefore the actual power

measurement done in this testing stage was not conducted. Only the peak powers and the

positions of the peak power were measured.

4.3.1.1 Actual Setup

Dimensions for

I

Final Setup

For the same

reason given in the

previous setup, only

one lens in front of

the input fiber was

used to focus the

light into output fiber.

As many of the

dimensions as
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Figure 32: Final setup measurement technique
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possible in this final setup were kept the same as before. The difference between the

previous setup and this final setup was that the output fiber was placed on the rotation

stage and the distance between center of the second grating and the output fiber was

increased from 13.5 cm to 22 cm from the axis of rotation. The increase in the distance

between the center of the second grating and output fiber in the final setup was due to the

additional space introduced by the rotational stage. Also, there was a change in the

position of the output fiber holder (now in y-axis position instead ofx-axis as it was in

previous setup), which did not allow the bulky output fiber holder to be placed closer to

the output fiber due to area constraints induced by the first grating and the input fiber

holders, shown in Figure 31. However, because angular measurements were determined

for both systems, dimensional differences could be removed from the experimental

results. This left only the coupling efficiencies as the primary difference.

4.3.1.2 Measurement Technique Final Setup

Again in the final setup, using a tunable laser in series with EDFA, a single

wavelength channel, starting with the lowest wavelength (1545 nm), was transmitted

through the multi-grating system. However, in the final setup, precise control over the

rotation stage, where the output fiber was placed, was not achievable since the available

equipment only allowed unidirectional movement of the rotator (the rotator was only able

to be pushed by the micro-meter in one direction). For this reason only the position of the

peak power was measured using the wavemeter, unlike the previous measurement, where

the whole beam profiles were collected. The peak power for the given wavelength was

detected by moving the output fiber in one direction. Since the movement of the rotator
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on which the output fiber was placed moved in circular path the position for each

wavelength's peak power was recorded in degrees. The wavelength was increased by 1

om and the rotator was rotated from the position where the previous wavelength was

measured to determine the shift in the position. This procedure was repeated until the

wavelength reached 1555 om.

4.3.2 Dual Grating Setup

For the first dual grating measurement, the mirror was replaced with a second gold

coated 600-grooves/mm ruled grating. Then for the second dual grating measurement, the

mirror was replaced with a first chirped ruled grating (groove spacing varying from 300

to 600 grooves/mm). Finally, the mirror was again replaced with a second chirped ruled

grating (groove spacing varying from 100 to 600 grooves/mm).

The measurements were taken by rotating on a single fiber from Position I, located at

the shortest wavelength to Position II, located at the longest wavelength. All

measurements were conducted in same manner to minimize the measurement variation

and the first-order diffraction mode was chosen to separate the signals.

Physical wavelength position, starting from the shortest to longest wavelength, is

shown in Figures 33 and 35 for both the dual standard grating setup and the standard

chirped grating configurations, respectively. The position of shortest wavelength

measured using the single grating with mirror configuration was set as a reference point

for all other measurements. In this measurements, the channel wavelength separations

were kept at j'!J}... = I om, which is larger than the previous measurement (~A = 0.5 om)

for the single grating and dual grating setups due to the limitations with the fine control
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ofthe rotator used to translated the collection fiber. For the chirped grating configuration,

the channel separation was 1545 run at the low end and 1555 run at the high end. This

large wavelength separation was selected in order to avoid the defects that occur at the

edges of the gratings, as well as to control groove density encountered by each of the

wavelengths.

4.3.2.1 Results for

the Two 600 91.50
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two 600 grooves/mm grating in series is shown in Figure 34. As before, the power

fluctuated for each wavelength; however, the fluctuations between the each wavelength

were not as severe compared to the previous measurements. On average, the peak power

ofeach channel fluctuated M'/8.')... :::l 0.57 dBm/nm from the neighboring channels. The

power difference

between the highest

power channel and the

lowest power channel

was4.6dBm.

4.3.3 Results for the

600 grooves/mm

Grating and the lst

Chirped Grating in

Series

The measurements from

600 grooves/mm grating

series with first chirped

grating, having groove

density varying from 300

grooves/mm to 600

grooves/mm, are shown in
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Figure 35: Peak power position ofeach wavelength for dual
grating. 600 grooves/mm and Ist chirped grating in series for the
testing setup measurement. (at region I of chirped grating)
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Figures 35, 36, 37 38, 39, and 40.

4.3.3.1 Results at Region I of the lst Chirped Grating

The normalized position of each channel for the 600 grooves/mm grating in series

with region I of the first

chirped grating is shown

in Figure 35. The

average spatial angular

separation between each

channel's peak power

position was !3.8/!!.."A. ~ 0.3

deg/nm.

The actual power

measurements from the

600 grooves/mm grating

and region I of the 1st

chirped grating are

shown in Figure 36. On

average, the peak power

of each channel

fluctuated !!..PI!!.."A. ~ 0.66

dBm/nm from the
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Figure 37: Peak power position ofeach wavelength for dual
grating. 600 grooves/mm and 1st chirped grating in series for the
testing setup measurement. (at region II of chirped grating)
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Figure 38: Actual peak power measurement for each wavelength
for the 600 grooves/mm and 1st chirped grating in series for the
testing setup measurement. (at region II ofchirped grating).
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neighboring channels. The power difference between the highest power channel and the

lowest power channel was 4.9 dBm.

4.3.3.2 Results at Region II of the 1st Chirped Grating

The normalized

position of each

channel for the 600

grooves/mm grating in

series with region II of

the first chirped

grating is shown in

Figure 37. The average

angular separation

between each
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Figure 39: Peak power position ofeach wavelength for dual grating.
600 grooves/rom and 1st chirped grating in series for the testing setup
measurement. (at region III area ofchirped grating)
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Figure 40: Actual peak power measurement for each wavelength for the
600 grooves/rom and Ist chirped grating in series for the testing setup
measurement. (at region III area of chirped grating).
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are shown in Figure 38. On average, the peak power of each channel fluctuated AP/!::J.'A ~

0.56 dBm/nm from the neighboring channels. The power difference between the highest

power channel and the lowest power channels was 4.7 dBm.

4.3.3.3 Results at the Region III of lst Chirped Grating

The normalized position of each channel for the 600 grooves/mm grating in series

with region III of the 1st chirped grating, grooves density varying from 500 grooves/mm

to 600 grooves/mm, is shown in Figure 39. The average angular separation between each

channel's peak power position was !::J.8/!::J.'A ~ 0.76 deg/nm.

The actual power measurements from the 600 grooves/mm grating and region III of

1st chirped grating are shown in Figure 40. On average, the peak power of each channel

fluctuated AP/!::J.'A ~ 0.77 dBm/nm from the neighboring channels. The power difference

between the highest power channels and the lowest power channel was 5.9 dBm.

4.3.4 Results for the 600 grooves/mm Grating and the 2nd Chirped Grating in Series

The measurements from 600 grooves/mm grating in series with 2nd chirped grating,

having groove density varying from 100 grooves/mm to 600 grooves/mm, are shown in

Figure 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, and 46.

4.3.4.1 Results at the Region I of 2nd Chirped Grating

The normalized position of each channel for the 600 grooves/mm grating series with

region I area of the 2nd chirped grating is shown in Figure 41. The average angular

separation between each channel's peak power position was !::J.8/!::J.'A ~ 0.48 deg/nm.
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The actual power measurements from the 600 grooves/rom grating and region I of the

2nd chirped grating are shown in Figure 42. On average, the peak power of each channel

fluctuated ..:\PI!!!').., ~ 1,16 dBm/nm from the neighboring channels. The power difference

between the highest power channel and the lowest power channel was 6.1 dBm.

4.3.4.2 Results at

Region II Area of the

2nd Chirped Grating

The normalized

position of each channel

for the for 600

grooves/rom grating in

series with region II of

the 2nd chirped grating,

having groove density

varying from 250

grooves/rom to 400

grooves/rom, is shown in

Figure 43. The average

angular separation

between each channel's

peak power position was

600_100-600 (Region I)
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Figure 41: Peak power position ofeach wavelength for dual grating.
600 grooves/mm and 2nd chirped grating in series for the testing
setup measurement. (at region I area of chirped grating)
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Figure 42: Actual peak power measurement for each wavelength for
the 600 grooves/mm and 2nd chirped grating in series for the testing
setup measurement. (at region I area ofchirped grating).
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t:.S/S)." ~ 0.84 deg/nm.

The actual power measurements from the 600 grooves/rom grating and region II of the

2nd chirped grating are shown in Figure 44. On average, the peak power of each channel

fluctuated !:.P/t:.A ~ 0.84

dBm/nm from the 600_100-600 (Region II)

neighboring channels. 98
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III

The power difference 96 II

~ 95 II
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c: iii

,Q 93- iii
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'iii 92 III0
Q. 91 II
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90 III

89

was 3.9 dBm.
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4.3.4.3 Results at

Figure 43: Peak power position ofeach wavelength for dual grating. 600
grooves/rom and 2nd chirped grating in series for the testing setup
measurement. (at region II ofchirped grating)
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FigUre 44: Actual peak power measurement for each wavelength for
the 600 grooves/rom and 2nd chirped grating in series for the testing
setup measurement. (at region II area ofchirped grating).
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average angular separation between each channel's peak power position was /),8/SA. ~

1.07 deg/nm.

The actual power measurements from the 600 grooves/mm grating and region III of the

2nd chirped grating are shown in Figure 46. On average, the peak power of each channel

fluctuated !).p/SA ~

0.47 dBm/nm from the

neighboring channels.

The power difference

between the highest

power channel and the

lowest power channel

600_100·600 (Region III)
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Figure 45: Peak power position ofeach wavelength for dual grating.
600 grooves/nun and 2nd chirped grating in series for the testing setup
measurement. (at region III area ofchirped grating)
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Figure 46: Actual peak power measurement for each wavelength for
the 600 grooves/mm and 2nd chirped grating in series for the testing
setup measurement. (at region III area ofchirped grating).
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grooves density of the second grating. This shows ability to shift (or move) channel's

peak power position just by varying the groove density of second grating, which for the

chirped grating can be accomplished by lateral translation.

4.4.1 Results from Lateral Setup Results

The shifting of the

channel's peak power

1556 ------------------- - ------ ------
positions for the

different groove

densities of second

grating in the first
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o
setup is shown in

Figure 47 and 48.

Due to the large

power fluctuation in

Position (mm)

Figure 47: Channel's peak power position shifting as the groove
density of 1st chirped grating varies from region I to region II and
region II to region III.

chirped grating
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measurements, the full

range of test

wavelengths could not

measured. However,

even with the limited

wavelengths analyzed it
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Figure 48: Channel's peak power position shifting as the groove
density of ISl chirped grating varies from region I to region II
and region II to region III.
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is clearly shown that each channel's peak power position shifts from one place to another

based on the groove density.

4.4.1.1 Position Shifting of 1st Grating

The position shifting

ofeach channel's peak 600_100-600
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Figure 49: Channel's peak power position shifting as the groove
density of2nd chirped grating varies from region I to region II and
re~ion II to region III.
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Figure 50: Channel's peak power position shifting as the groove
density of2nd chirped grating varies from region I to region II and
region n to region III.
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shown in Figure 50.

4.4.2 Final Setup Results

The angular shifting of the channel's peak power positions for different groove densities

on the second grating for final setup is shown in Figures 49 and 50.

Unlike previous measurements, where the power fluctuations became larger as the

separation between the wavelengths increased, measurements for the full range of

wavelengths were collected because power fluctuations were small.

4.4.2.1 Position Shifting of 1st Grating

The position shifting of each channel's peak power for the 1st chirped grating, having

groove density varying from 300 grooves/mm to 600 grooves/mm, is shown in Figure 49.

4.4.2.2 Position Shifting of 2nd Grating

The position shifting of each channel's peak power for the 2nd chirped grating, having

groove densities varying from 100 grooves/mm to 600 grooves/mm, is shown in Figure

50.

In Chapter 5, all the data given in this chapter will be compared and discuss.
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Chapter 5

Discussion of Results

5.1 Wavelength Channel's Peak Power Separations

A summary ofthe wavelength channel separation for all experimental setups is given

in Table 1.

5.1.1 Single Grating (Reference Measurement)

Using a single 600 grooves/mm grating, reference measurements were conducted to

examine the channel separation property of the diffraction grating and to compare the

results with the other setups. Reference measurements were conducted for all the various

setups, however, for the final setup, due to limited control over the fine angular

movement (angle less than 0.05 degree) and limited precision form the angle

measurement equipment, measurements of individual wavelength channel separations

were not possible.

In setups where single grating measurements were possible, the results showed an

average spatial separation of 0.06 deg/nm for the initial setup and 0.06 deg/nm for the

testing setup. Even though the two measurements show slight difference in separation,

this difference is within measurement error, which was about 0.01 deg/nm for the setups.

In addition, these differences could be the result of slight changes in distance between the

grating and collection fiber, since the setup was reconstructed for every measurement.
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The measurement results show that the single grating setup is ideally suited for wide

channel systems, with spacing of!J..')." > lum, within a reasonable size because it is simple,

robust, and cost effective. However, for DWDM systems, which require wavelength

1st Setup using
Theory testing continuous

Final setup results
setup chirped grating

setup
Average Average Average

Separation Separation Separation
between the between the between the
wavelength wavelength wavelength

(!J..8/!J..').,,) (!J..8/!J..').,,) (!J..8/!J..').,,)
(!J..xJ!J..').,,) (!J..x/!J..').,,) (!J..8/!J..').,,)

Single grating 0.06 ± 0.01 deg 0.06 ± 0.01 deg
NA

(600 grooves/mm) 0.24 ± 0.05 mm 0.22 ± 0.05 mm
Dual grating 0.10 ± 0.01 deg 0.1 ± 0.01 deg 0.12 ± 0.01 deg

(Two 600 grooves/mm) 0.44 ± 0.05 mm 0.44 ± 0.05 mm 0.49 ± 0.05 mm
Dual grating

0.32 ± 0.01 deg 0.3 ± 0.01 deg(600 and 1st chirped NA
grating) at region I

1.46 ± 0.05 mm 1.15 ± 0.05 mm

Dual grating
0.38 ± 0.01 deg 0.51 ± 0.01 deg

(600 and 1st chirped NA
grating) at region II

1.86 ± 0.05 mm 1.96 ± 0.05 mm

Dual grating
0.41 ± 0.01 deg 0.76 ± 0.01 deg

(600 and 1st chirped NA
grating) at region III

2.15 ± 0.05 mm 2.91 ± 0.05 mm

Dual grating
0.28 ± 0.01 deg 0.48 ± 0.01 deg

(600 and 2nd chirped NA
grating) at region I

1.24 ± 0.05 mm 1.84 ± 0.05 mm

Dual grating
0.37 ± 0.01 deg 0.84 ± 0.01 deg

(600 and 2nd chirped NA
grating) at region II

1.81 ± 0.05 mm 3.23 ± 0.05 mm

Dual grating
0.4 ± 0.01 deg 1.07 ± 0.01 deg

(600 and 2nd chirped NA
grating) at region III

2.14 ± 0.05 mm 4.11 ± 0.05 mm

Table 1: Average separation between the channels' peak power.
For the theory and 1st setup measurement, both measured separations in metric term
and calculated value of separation in angular terms are given. For the final setup
measurement, both measured angular separations and calculated value of separation in
metric terms are given. The calculations were based on the individual experiment's
geometry The calculations were based on the individual experiment's geometry.
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channel spacings of /1').,., < Inm, it would not be suitable. Even though the resolution of the

channels can be increased by increasing the distance between the grating and output fiber

and/or changing the angle of incidence of the input to the grating, this result illustrates the

typical lower limit of channel spacing for a single grating setup with a reasonable

distance between the input and output.

5.1.2 Dual Grating Measurement Results

As can be seen from the Table 1, all of the dual grating setups improved the average

wavelength channel separation compared to the single grating setup. The improvement of

separation ranges from 160% to 1700% depending on the setup, which is shown in Table

2.

5.1.2.1 Two 600 groove/mm Gratings in Series

For the dual grating configuration the spatial separation between each wavelength

channel was larger than the single grating setup, as was expected. In the initial

measurement setup, dual gratings resulted in greater than 160% improvement over the

single grating. In the testing measurement, improvement between the single grating and

the dual grating was about 200 %.

The differences in these results could be due to different factors. One such factor is

due to the small difference in the separation between the first and the second grating. This

difference will result in a difference in incident angles on the second grating, as the

separation between the first and second grating increases, the range of the incident angles

into the second grating increases. This will result in larger separation.
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Secondly, however small the difference might be, the total distance traveled by the

separated light will increase the wavelength separations due to angular spread of the light

from the grating. This is unavoidable and results in a larger spread in wavelength.

However, the difference in the wavelength separation is within the measurement error

in this experiment. The difference in percentage seems larger since the separation

between the wavelengths is small compared to the measurement error range.

5.1.2.2 Dual Grating (1st Chirped grating)

1st Setup using continuous
Final setup resultschirped grating setup

% Improved compared to
% Improved compared to

the reference
measurements

the reference measurements

Dual grating 160 200(Two 600 groove/mm)
Dual grating

(600 and 1st chirped 533 500
grating) at region I

Dual grating
(600 and 1st chirped 633 850
grating) at region II

Dual grating
(600 and 1st chirped 683 1267
grating) at region III

Dual grating
(600 and 2nd chirped 466 800
grating) at region I

Dual grating
(600 and 2nd chirped 616 1400
grating) at region II

Dual grating
(600 and 2nd chirped 667 1783
grating) at region III

Table 2: Wavelength channels separation improvement compared to the average
reference measurement in percent
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Use of the 1st chirped grating, having groove density varying from 300 grooves/mm to

600 grooves/mm, improved the wavelength channel separations in both the testing setup

and final setups.

5.1.2.2.1 Testing Setup

Using the 600 grooves/mm grating, as a master grating, and the different density areas

of the 1st chirped grating, having groove density varying from 300 grooves/mm to 600

grooves/mm, as the slave grating, in series results in improved wavelength channel

separation. The separation between the wavelength channels improved by 530% to 680%

depending on the groove density of the chirped grating compared to the average

separations of the wavelength channels for the reference measurements, as shown in

Table 2.

5.1.2.2.2 Final Setup

Using the 600 grooves/mm grating, as a master grating, and the different density area

of the 1st chirped grating, groove density varying from 300 grooves/mm to 600

grooves/mm, as the slave grating, in series results in improving wavelength channel

separations. The separations between the wavelength channels improved by 500% to

1200% depending on the groove density of the chirped grating area compared to the

average separations of the wavelength channels for the reference measurements, as

shown in Table 2.

The large increase in average wavelength separation in the final setup is partly due to a
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larger separation in longer wavelengths ranging from 1553 nm to 1555 nm. In previous

measurements from the testing setup, the full range of the wavelength channels could not

be measured due to the large power attenuation at the larger wavelength, especially in

1555 nm range. However, in the final setup, it was possible to measure these longer

wavelengths. This resulted in an increase of the average separation of the wavelength

channels due to the longer wavelength combined with the higher groove density of slave

grating. Thus for these wavelengths, the separation between the channels was larger than

the other wavelength, which increased the average separation. Still, the final setup

performed better overall.

5.1.2.3 Dual Grating Setup (2Dd Chirped Grating)

Use of the 2nd chirped grating improved the channel separation in both the testing

setup and final setups.

5.1.2.3.1 Testing Setup

Using the 600 grooves/rom grating, as a master grating, and the different density areas

of the 2nd chirped grating, groove density varying from 100 grooves/rom to 600

grooves/rom, as the slave grating, in series results in improving wavelength channel

separations. The separation between the wavelength channels improved by 450% to

660% depending on the groove density of the chirped grating, when compared to the

average separations of the channels for the reference measurements, as shown in Table 2.

5.1.2.3.2 Final Setup

Using the 600 grooves/rom grating, as a master grating, and the different density area
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of the 2nd chirped grating, having groove density varying from 100 grooves/mm to 600

grooves/mm, as the slave grating, in series results in improving channel space separation

as well. The separation between the wavelength channels improved by 800% to1750%

depending on the groove density of the chirped grating, when compared to the average

separations of the wavelength channels for the reference measurements, as shown in

1st Setup using
Theory testing continuous

Final setup results
setup chirped grating

setup
Average power Average power Average power

fluctuation fluctuation fluctuation
between the between the between the
neighboring neighboring neighboring

channels channels channels
(~P/~A) (~P/~A) (~P/~A)

[ dBm/nm] [ dBmlnm] [ dBmlnm]
Single grating

3.26 ± 0.1 0.55 ± 0.1 NA
(600 grooves/mm)

Dual grating
0.67 ± 0.1 0.67 ± 0.1 0.57 ± 0.1

(Two 600 grooves/mm)
Dual grating

(600 and 1st chirped NA 1.13±O.1 0.66 ± 0.1
grating) at region I

Dual grating
(600 and 1st chirped NA 1.6 ± 0.1 0.56 ± 0.1
grating) at region II

Dual grating
(600 and 1st chirped NA 1.35 ± 0.1 0.77 ± 0.1
grating) at region III

Dual grating
(600 and 2nd chirped NA 0.86 ± 0.1 1.16±0.1
grating) at region I

Dual grating
(600 and 2nd chirped NA 0.74 ± 0.1 0.84 ± 0.1
grating) at region II

Dual grating
(600 and 2nd chirped NA 1.76 ± 0.1 0.47 ± 0.1
grating) at region III

Table 3: Average power fluctuation between the wavelength channels' peak power.
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Table 2.

5.1.3 Dual Grating Measured Results verse Calculated Results

In the calculations, the position of each wavelength channel was predominately

controlled by the groove

density of second grating. Calculation of Wavelength Channel Position

The relationships 45

between the groove

density, the wavelengths,

and the position of each

wavelength channels are

shown in Figure 51 and
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Figure 51: Calculated Position of wavelength channel for lSI and 2nd

chirped grating.
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Figure 52: Calculated angular position ofwavelength channel for
1sl and 2nd chirped grating.
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groove density varying from 600 grooves/mm to 100 grooves/mm. Figure 52 shows each

wavelength channel's position for the different slave (second) gratings: constant 600

grooves/mm, 151 chirped grating, with groove density varying from 300 grooves/mm to

600 grooves/mm, and 2nd chirped grating, with groove density varying from 100

grooves/mm to 600 grooves/mm.

As can be seen from Figures 51 and 52, for a constant groove density on the second

(600 grooves/mm) grating, the position of each channel was determined by the

wavelength, but the amount of position change between each channel was small.

However, for the chirped grating, the position of each wavelength channel was

predominately controlled by the groove density of the second (chirped) grating. For

example, in the case when the chirped grating density varied from low to high, as the

wavelength increases, from 1545 nm to 1555 nm, the position of the each channel was

determine by the groove density not by the wavelength. For the case when the groove

density of the chirped

grating decreases as the

wavelength increases, the

Wavelength position for different groove
density

Figure 53: Calculated position ofwavelength channel for 1st and 2nd

chirped grating for the different region.
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increase, except the position is shift by the effect of 1st (master) grating's spectral

spreading.

However, in the actual measurement, when the direction of the density gradient was

switched, the results did not give mirror images of each other. When the groove density

of the chirped grating increased as the wavelength increased, the result could not be

obtained due to the wide beam broadening effect. However, in the case when the groove

density of the chirped grating decreased as the wavelength increased, there was less

broadening. This broadening effect will be discussed later on.

In the measurement, each chirped grating was divided into three sections, each with

different groove density. Each groove density period resulted in different wavelength

channel separation abilities, some sections showing larger separation abilities than others.

However, in the calculations, the three sections seem to show similar abilities, except for

the lower end (groove density around 100 grooves/mm) of the grating, which shows

slightly better performance, see Figure 53.

5.2 Power Fluctuation

5.2.1 Initial Setup

The power fluctuation in the measurements is partially due to the ineffective coupling

into the output single-mode fiber, due to the small numerical aperture. The loss is also

attributed to the angle of incidence for the single·mode fiber, which differs for each

wavelength. The angle of incidence for light coupling into output fiber was difficult to

control due to small angle changes for each wavelength; therefore, the output fiber was
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fixed at a single angle relative to the grating, while light came from slightly different

angles. Also, the power from the input fiber was not completely uniform over the

wavelength range tested, which was a function of the laser source and amplifier.

5.2.2 Testing Setup

The output (collected) power for the testing setup fluctuated due to problems with

coupling, as mention before. For the first measurement, this power fluctuation was not as

severe as the other two measurements, since the separation between the wavelengths was

not as large, and thus, the incident angle of light on the fiber did not vary as much. But,

for mid and high density areas, the power fluctuation between the wavelengths was

severe as the wavelength separation increased. The highest power of the wavelength

channel occurs at one wavelength position, where the incident angle of the light on fiber

was optimum, and the power decreased as the position shifted away from this optimum

angle. For this reason, the measurement ofpower for longer wavelengths incident on the

high density area of grating was not possible, since the power dropped below the

detectable limit of the wave-meter.

5.2.3 Final Setup

In the final setup measurements, the power fluctuated as well. However, the power

fluctuation in the final setup differed from the other setups. Unlike the other setups,

where there were one or two distinctive peak powers and a gradual lowering of the power

for the adjacent wavelength channels, the final power fluctuated with out a distinctive

pattern.
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Even though there were power fluctuations within the measurements, the fluctuations

were not as severe as in the testing measurements, especially when considering the

difference between the highest power and the lowest power received by the collection

fiber. The power fluctuations from the fmal setup could arise for different reasons. It

could be due to the differences

in incident angles of the beams Position shift as groove density varies

into the fiber, which is caused

by small differences in the

origin of the rotating axis

where the collection fiber is

placed. The difference in the

rotation axis occurs from the
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the output. Furthermore, there was a limit to resolution of the angular movement of the

output fiber, which made positioning of the output fiber at the peak power position

difficult.

5.3 Wavelength Routing Properties

5.3.1 Routing of Wavelength Channels in the Testing Setup

The position shifts for each wavelength channel in the testing setup are shown in

Table 3 and 4.

5.3.1.11st Chirped Grating

The position shift of each wavelength channel for the 1st chirped grating is shown in

1st Setup using
Theory testing continuous

Final setup results
setup chirped grating

setup
Amount of Amount of Amount of

position shifted as position shifted as position shifted as
chirped grating is chirped grating is chirped grating is

moved from moved from moved from
region I to region region II to region region I to region

II (deg) III (deg) III (deg)
1546 nm 1.41 ± 0.02 1.56 ± 0.02 2.97 ± 0.02
1547 nm 1.48 ± 0.02 1.59 ± 0.02 3.07 ± 0.02
1548 nm 1.55 ± 0.02 1.64 ± 0.02 3.18 ± 0.02
1549 nm 1.61 ± 0.02 1.68 ± 0.02 3.29 ± 0.02
1550 nm 1.57 ± 0.02 1.72 ± 0.02 3.29 ± 0.02
1551 nm 1.73 ± 0.02 1.72 ± 0.02 3.46 ± 0.02
1552 nm 1.76 ± 0.02 1.81 ± 0.02 3.57 ± 0.02
1553 nm 1.79 ± 0.02 NA NA
1554 nm 1.83 ± 0.02 NA NA
1555 nm 1.88 ± 0.02 NA NA

Table 4: The wavelength channels' peak power position shift as change in the 1st

chirped grating density for the testing setup.
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Table 4. The position shifting ofeach wavelength channel is not linear, but does

monotonically increase as the wavelength increases. The change in the amount of the

position shifting for different wavelengths is due to a change in the incident position of

the light within the region. This is expected as seen from the calculation result in Figure

54 and Figure 55. This figure shows the position ofa wavelength channel as the groove

density changes in the 2nd (slave) grating.

5.3.1.2 2nd Chirped Grating

The position shift of each wavelength channel for the 2nd chirped grating is shown in

Table 5. The position shifting is not linear, but again increases monotonically as the

wavelength increases, which is due to the changes in incident position within the region.

This is expected as seen from calculations, in Figure 54 and 55. However, for the longer

wavelengths, the amount of shift per channel increased progressively more than what the

Amount of Amount of Amount of
position shifted as position shifted as position shifted as
chirped grating is chirped grating is chirped grating is

moved from moved from moved from
region I to 2egion region II to region region I to region

II (deg) III (deg) III (deg)
1546 urn 1.46± 0.02 1.49 ± 0.02 2.95 ± 0.02
1547 urn 1.60± 0.02 1.57 ± 0.02 3.17±0.02
1548 urn 1.75± 0.02 1.67 ± 0.02 3.42 ± 0.02
1549 urn 1.94± 0.02 1.68 ± 0.02 3.63 ± 0.02
1550 urn 2.11± 0.02 1.66 ± 0.02 3.78 ± 0.02
1551 urn 2.l5± 0.02 1.7 ± 0.02 3.86 ± 0.02
1552 urn 2.24± 0.02 1.8 ± 0.02 4.04± 0.02
1553 urn 2.39± 0.02 1.75 ± 0.02 4.14 ± 0.02
1554 urn NA NA NA
1555 urn NA NA NA

Table 5: The wavelength channels' peak power position shift as change in the 2M

chirped grating density for the testing setup.
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calculations predicted. This could be due to difference in the incident angle of the shorter

wavelength and the longer wavelength on to the second grating since the longer

wavelength is diffracted at larger incident angle than the shorter wavelength in the

experiment.

5.3.2 Routing of Wavelength Channel in Final Setup

The amount of the position shift of each wavelength channel for the final setup is

shown in Tables 6 and 7.

5.3.2.11st Chirped Grating

The position shift of each wavelength channel for the 1st chirped grating is shown in

Table 6. As with the previous setups, the position shifting of the wavelength channel was

not linear and monotonically increased with wavelength, which was predicted by the

Amount of Amount of Amount of
position shifted as position shifted as position shifted as
chirped grating is chirped grating is chirped grating is

moved from moved from moved from
region I to 2egion region II to region region I to region

II (deg) III (deg) III (deg)
1546 nm 1 2.8 3.8
1547 nm 1.2 3 4.2
1548 nm 1.5 3.2 4.7
1549 nm 1.8 3.3 5.1
1550 nm 1.7 3.6 5.3
1551 nm 1.9 3.9 5.8
1552 nm 2.2 4.2 6.4
1553 nm 2.4 4.5 6.9
1554 nm 2.6 4.8 7.4
1555 nm 2.9 5 7.9

Table 6: The wavelength channels' peak power position shift as change in the 1st

chirped grating density for the final setup.
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calculations in Figure 54 and 55. The figure shows position of a wavelength channel as

the groove density changes in the 2nd (slave) grating.

5.3.2.2 2nd Chirped Grating

The position shift ofeach wavelength channel for the 2nd chirped grating is shown in

Table 7. The position shifting of the wavelength channel is not linear, but does increases

as the wavelength increases. In addition, the amount of the position shifting is different

between positions due to change in the region groove density. This is expected as seen

from the calculations, shown in Figure 54 and 55. This figure shows the position of a

wavelength channel as the groove density changes in the 2nd (slave) grating. However, for

the higher wavelengths, the amount of shifting of each channel position increased

progressively more than what the calculation predicted. As before, this could be due to

difference in the incident angle of the shorter wavelength and the longer wavelength.

Amount of Amount of Amount of
position shifted as position shifted as position shifted as
chirped grating is chirped grating is chirped grating is

moved from moved from moved from
region I to region region II to region region I to region

II (deg) III (deg) III (deg)
1546nm 3.5 4.2 7.7
1547 nm 3.7 4.2 7.9
1548 nm 3.9 4.8 8.7
1549 nm 4.4 5 9.4
1550 nm 4.8 5.3 10.1
1551 nm 5.2 5.4 10.6
1552 nm 5.5 6.1 11.6
1553 nm 5.9 6.3 12.2
1554 nm 6.2 6.5 12.7
1555 nm 6.8 6.2 13

Table 7: The wavelength channels' peak power position shift as change in the 2M

chirped grating density for the final setup.
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5.4 Beam Broadening

Due to the limitations in controlling the beam waist of the light incident on the chirped

grating, a noticeable

increase of beam waist at
Beam broadening
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thus encounters various groove densities. As the beam spot size increased, the area of

chirped grating hit by the light increased. For example, if the spot diameter for the light

containing only a single wavelength and with evenly distributed power is comparable to

the length of the chirp on the grating, then the diffracted angle would be different for

each spatial location along the length of the grating. This would result in spreading of

light at different angles according to groove density. Figure 56 shows the affect of grove

density variation on the final position ofan individual wavelength channel.

In the experiment, due to the beams of closely spaced channels physically overlapping

following diffraction from the first grating, some of the same area of the chirped grating

is shared by the different channels. This results in over lapping of the wavelengths at the

final destination (output), as shown in Figure 57. As the area shared by each wavelength

channel at the chirped grating increases, the overlapping of each channel at the output

Increases.

The spatial overlapping of the wavelengths leads to high levels of cross-talk between

the channels. In order to minimize the effect ofoverlapping of the beam on the chirped

grating, it would be necessary to focus each channel's beam at the chirped grating to

reduce the area shared by each wavelength.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion

The fast paced increase in the need for higher bandwidth in current communication

systems has led to the development optical networks. However, today's communication

technologies do not completely utilize the full potential of optic communication systems,

due to limiting constraints from the optical components. Even with the advancement in

optical components within optical communication systems, the available wavelength

channel ranges are limited. This limitation arises from the optical fiber, which has narrow

wavelength ranges with low loss coefficients centered at 0.8 J.lm, 1.3 J.lm, and 1.5 J.lm. In

addition to the limitations of the optical fiber, the optical amplifiers currently in used,

such as the erbium dope fiber amplifier (EDFA), also limit the maximum channel spacing

due to the limited range of wavelengths it can amplify uniformly, typically about 35-40

nm [23]. Therefore, in order to increase the efficiency of optical communication systems,

the number ofchannels within the available wavelength ranges needs to be increased.

One means to accomplish this is wavelength division multiplexing. However, in

today's optical communication systems, the demultiplexer is one of the factors which

limits the number of channels that can be transmitted through the optical fiber, since it

can only demultiplex wavelength channels with certain wavelength separations, typically

larger than 0.5 nm. Therefore, to increase the number of the wavelength channels, there is

a need for the demultiplexer that is capable of separating closely packed wavelength
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channels. To meet this need, this thesis discussed the research and development of a

demultiplxer constructed with cascading diffraction gratings to achieve a robust and cost

effective demultiplexer that is capable of separating the closely packed wavelength

channels, with separation less than 0.5 nm.

6.1 Testing of Grating System

In the initial stage of the research, a single 600 grooves/mm grating was used for

reference measurements. These measurements were conducted to examine the

wavelength channel separation property of diffraction gratings and to compare the results

with other demultiplexer setups published in the literature. Reference measurements were

conducted with this configuration for all the different experimental setups examined in

this thesis.

The initial reference measurement results showed that the single grating setup, within

reasonable size, is ideally suited for wide channel systems, with spacing of 1:1').. > Inm

because it is simple, robust, and cost effective. However, for DWDM systems, which

require wavelength channel spacings of 1:1').. < Inm, it would not be suitable. Even though

the resolution of the channels can be increased by increasing the distance between the

grating and collection fiber and/or changing the angle of incidence of the input to the

grating, this results in achieving only the typical lower limit of channel density for a setup

with a reasonable distance between input and output.

6.2 Testing of Dual Grating System

6.2.1 First Stage

In the beginning of this research, the feasibility ofa demultiplexer using dual grating
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in series was tested [25]. Once the feasibility was proven, two proto-type chirped gratings

were fabricated, by Oceanic Inc., one chirped grating with groove density varying from

300 grooves/ mm to 600 grooves/mm and another chirped grating with groove density

varying from 100 grooves/mm to 600 grooves/mm.

With these two proto-type chirped gratings, testing of two different setups were

conducted; the testing setup and then final setup. In this research, two different

measurement setups were conducted due to the power fluctuation problems in the first

setup, called the testing setup.

6.2.2 Testing Setup

Using the 600 grooves/mm grating, as a master grating, and the different groove

density areas of the chirped grating that had groove density varying from 300

grooves/mm to 600 grooves/mm, as the slave grating, in series resulted in improved

wavelength channel separations. Following this test, the 1sf chirped grating was replaced

by the 2nd chirped grating, having groove density varying from 100 grooves/mm to 600

groove/mm. In both case, the separations between the wavelength channels improved by

450% to 850% depending on the groove density, when compared to the average

separations of the wavelength channels for the reference measurements.

However, even though this testing setup showed improvement of the physical

separation between the wavelengths, the power of each channel fluctuated depending on

the position of receiving fiber. This power fluctuation in the measurements was partially

due to the ineffective coupling into the output single-mode fiber, which has small

numerical aperture. The loss is also due to the angle of incidence for the single-mode
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fiber, which differs for each wavelength. The angle of incidence for light coupling into

the collection fiber was difficult to control due to small angle changes for each

wavelength; therefore, the output fiber was fix at a single angle, while light came from

slightly different angles.

6.3 Final Setup

To reduce the power fluctuations in the testing stage of this research, a different setup

was used. Identical to the configuration of the testing setup, the 600 grooves/rom grating

was used as a master grating, and Isf chirped grating, having groove density varying from

300 grooves/rom to 600 grooves/rom, was used as the slave grating. The two gratings in

series resulted in improved wavelength channel separation. Then, as it was done with

testing setup, the 1st chirped grating was replaced by the 2nd chirped grating, having

groove density varying from 100 grooves/rom to 600 grooves/rom. In this setup, the

separations between the wavelength channels improved by 370% to 1700% for the 1sf

chirped grating and 800% to 1780% for the second chirped grating, depending on the

groove density, when compared to the average separations of the wavelength channels for

the reference measurements.

Compared to the first setup, which had more than 10 dB difference between the

highest power and the lowest power, the second setup reduced the power fluctuation

between the highest and the lowest power to less than 10 dB. However, the improvement

in received power came at the cost of additional measurement error due to a larger

limitation on movement control. In the design of an actual demultiplexer device, this

could be compensated for by precise control of the arrangement ofthe output fiber.
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6.4 Dual Grating Measured Results verse Calculated Results

From the calculations, it was evident that the position of the each wavelength channel

was predominately controlled by the groove density of second grating. This is attributed

to the difficulty encountered in controlling the accuracy of the light from the first grating

to hit the area of the desired groove density of the second grating. Through the

experiment using the chirped grating as a routing element, the relationship of wavelength

and the groove density was partly verified.

6.5 Routing Property

In addition to the demultiplexing capability of the chirped grating, it was tested for the

routing property.

The position shifting of the wavelength channel was found to be non-linear, but

monotonically increasing as was expected. The position of the selected wavelength

changed as the groove density increased and decreased. These position changes were

different between the 1st and 2nd chirped gratings, where 2nd chirped grating had a larger

groove density change. This routing of the wavelength also verified that position shifting

of the given wavelength is depended on groove density.

6.7 Unwanted Effects of Chirped Grating

Due to the limitation in controlling the beam waist of the light going into the chirped

grating, an increase of beam waist was observed. Even though it is possible to focus or

collimate the light beam into small spot size, there was a limit to minimum size, achieved

in this experiment. Therefore, when the beam hit the continuously chirped grating, the
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light interacted with various groove densities, and as the beam spot size increased, the

area illuminated on the chirped grating increased. This resulted in spreading of light in

different direction according to groove density. This effect is more severe for the setup

where the chirped grating was used compared to the uniform groove density grating.

The beam broadening effect caused large cross talk between the neighboring

wavelength channels, since the each wavelength coming out of the master grating could

not be easily separated before the chirped grating (slave grating).

Other than the beam broadening, the typical loss due to the coupling the light into the

output fiber was large, typically about 20 dB. This can be significantly reduced by

inserting collection optics in front of each fiber, which is common technique employed in

fiber optic systems.

Closing

This research shows that all of the dual grating setup improved the average

wavelength channel separation compare to the single grating systems. The improvements

of the wavelength separation ranges from 50% to 1700% depending on the setup, which

clearly shows capability of the system of separating the wavelength channel spacing of

less than 0.5 nm for reasonably sized demultiplexer.
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Abstract

In today's optical communication systems, the demultiplexer limits the number of

channels that can be transmitted through the optical fiber, since its wavelength channels

demultiplexing limit is typically larger than 0.5 nm. To increase this limitation of the

demultiplexer, this thesis discusses the research and development ofa demultiplexer

constructed with cascading diffraction gratings.

To achieve larger channel separation, a multi-grating demultiplexer was developed

using diffraction gratings with different profile in different configurations. With different

configuration utiliizing different grating, an improvement of 50% to 1700% in separation

ofwavelength channels was achieved compared to the single grating system. In addition

routing properties of the chirped grating were researched.

Over all, the research presented here demonstrates that it is possible to increase the

wavelength channel spacing and route the channels using multi-grating system.
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Chapter 1

Introductions and Communication Network

Introduction

Fast paced increase in the need for the higher bandwidth in communication systems

has led to the development optical networks. While moving to an optical network

topology has increased the available bandwidth, today's communication technologies still

do not fully utilize the potential ofoptic communication systems, due to limiting

constraints in the optical system components. All optical network systems have the

potential to dramatically increase the efficiency of communication networks however,

due to high cost and power loss today's communication networks still rely on optical-to

electrical and electrical-to-optical conversion network elements. The difficult task in

creating all optic networks is the development cost effective, flexible, and reliable

Wavelength Add Drop Multiplex (WADM) components capable of

demultiplexing/multiplex a higWy dense signal efficiently.

Even with the advancement in optical components within the optical communication

systems, the available wavelength channel ranges are limited. These limitations arise

from the optical fiber, which has narrow wavelength ranges with low loss centered at

wavelength, 0.8 Ilm, 1.3 J.lm and 1.5 J.lffi. In addition to the limitations ofthe optical fiber,
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the optical amplifiers, such as the erbium dope fiber amplifier (EDFA), currently in used

also limit the minimum channel spacing due to the limited range of wavelengths it can

amplify uniformly, typically about 35-40 DIn [23]. Therefore, in order to increase the

efficiency of optical communication systems, the number of channels within the available

wavelength ranges needs to be increased. However, in today's optical communication

systems, the demultiplexer is one of the factors which limits the number ofchannels that

can be transmitted through the optical fiber, since it can only demultiplex wavelength

channels with wavelength separations larger than 0.5 nm. Therefore, to increase the

number of the wavelength channels, there is a need for a demultiplexer that is capable of

separating closely packed wavelength channels. To meet this need, this thesis discuss the

research and development ofa demultiplxer constructed with cascading difli.'action

gratings to achieve a demultiplexer that is capable ofseparating the closely packed, less

than 0.5 nm, wavelength channels.

1 Communication Network

1.1 Communication Technologies

Current communication systems consist of two types of technologies, wireless and

wired. For the wireless technology, microwaves or radiowaves are used to transmit

information over the air. For wired technology, we use metal-based transmission media

or fiber optic-based media to transmit information over the land. When comparing the

two wired technologies, fiber optic-based technology offers many advantages over metal

base technology. Compared to metal-based technology, fiber optic-based technology
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offers larger bandwidth, lower loss, no electromagnetic interference, smaller cross-talk,

and higher security. Also, optical fiber is smaller and lighter than the metallic counter

part, and consequently, it is much easier to install than metallic-based connections.

1.2 Fiber Optic Communication Setup

The basic communication system setup consists ofa signal transmitter, channel, and

receiver. First, the signal is modulated on a carrier frequency using one ofmany different

modulation methods. Second, the modulated signal is transmitted over the channel.

Finally, the modulated signal is received at the receiver and demodulated.

Currently, most ofthe communication system setups are a mixture ofmetallic-based

connections and fiber optic based connections. Typically in short-haul communications,

metallic-based channel media are used and for the long haul, some metallic and fiber

optic channels are used to transmit signals. In long-haul transmission using fiber optics,

the information source is converted into electrical signals then converted into optical

signals and transmitted over the fiber optic cables.

Even with introduction and development ofmany different technologies in optical

communication systems, full capabilities of the optic networks are not utilized due to

limitations of the individual components within the optical systems. These limitations

include: dispersion ofwavelengths while traveling in the optical fiber, lack of stable and

narrow spectral widths, and incapability of separating closely packed wavelengths.

Still with the limitations ofthe optical system components, current communication

systems do not fully utilizes the potential of fiber optic technologies that are available.

The biggest cause ofthese limitations is the mixture of metallic (electrical) and optic
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(light) based components. With all the improvements and developments, current

communication systems still depends on the electrical signals within the networks (e.g. at

routers, regenerator, and repeater), which limits the bandwidth and speed. This limitation

arises mostly at the nodes within the communication-network. As the signal reaches the

nodes of the network, each signal is distributed (routed) through the network. Current

communication systems still depend on an electrical means to distribute (route) the

communication signal to a designated point instead ofrouting the light signal directly to

the intended path or channel. This means that the optical signal must be transformed into

an electrical signal each time it reaches a node of the communication network and then

routed to its designated node or receiver.

In order to use the full bandwidth ofoptical technologies available, an all optical

approach in such networks is desirable. To realize the all optical network, some of the

key optical system components within the system are in need of improvement.

1.3. Components of Fiber Optic Communication System

In the fiber optic communication system there are many different components that are

essential, including, light source, optical fiber, multiplexer, demultiplexer, optical

amplifier, router/switch, and receiver [14].

1.3.1 Light Source

In order to send a signal over the fiber optic system, the signal needs to be converted

from an electrical signal to an optical signal before launching it into the fiber. To convert

the electrical signal to an optical signal, some type of light source is required. The light
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sources currently used with fiber optics are semiconductor light source; either a light

emitting diode (LED) or a semiconductor laser. Using either LED or laser, the signal is

modulated with different modulation schemes, either internally or externally depending

on the required bandwidth, and then the signal is transmitted over the channels

(transmission media).

Ofthe two light sources available, laser-based sources are more widely used due to

their high power and narrow spectral width, even though they are more costly than the

LEDs. Still some systems requiring low to moderate data rates use LED base light

sources, since LEDs offer relatively low cost and are less sensitive to temperature [14].

1.3.2 Channel

To deliver a light signal, fiber optic cable is used to guide the optical signal through

the systems. In fiber optic systems, there are two general classifications of fiber optic

cable, multimode and single mode fiber. Multimode fibers are still used for some

applications calling for moderated distances and/or data rates. But, due to the limitations

ofthe multimode transmission, single mode fiber currently dominates the market, even

though single mode fibers are more costly, more difficult to fabricate within certain

tolerances requirement, and more difficult to couple light into from the source [11].

1.3.2.1 Multimode Fiber

In the early stages ofoptical communication systems, the multimode fibers were used.

Typically, the multimode has core size of 50 f..lm and cladding size of 125 f..lm. This large

core size allows many modes ofpropagation to exist within the fiber, which gives rises to
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the modal dispersion, a condition where different propagation modes of the light pulse

(signal) travel different paths resulting in temporal spreading ofthe pulse. This type of

modal dispersion limits the data rate ofmultimode fiber to less than 100 Mb/s.

1.3.2.2 Single~mode Fiber

To reduce the effect ofmodal dispersion in fiber, single mode fibers were developed.

Typically, single~mode fiber has core size of9 J..lm and cladding size of 125 J..lm.

Theoretically, this core size allows only one mode ofpropagation to exist within the fiber

at a given wavelength that minimizes dispersion [29]. However, even the single

propagation mode still suffers from chromatic dispersion [24J, a condition arising from

the spectral spread in the light and the spectral dependence ofthe refractive index of the

material. In chromatic dispersion the different frequency components travel at different

phase velocities within the waveguide medium, the fiber core. Nevertheless, single mode

fiber allows at much higher data rate, 10 to 40 Obis, than the multimode. Further, single

mode fiber can be designed not to have net dispersion at a given wavelength (or over a

narrow wavelength range). These qualities make single mode fiber the transmission

medium ofchoice for high bandwidth applications.

1.3.3 Amplifier

Most times in long-haul communications, the signal needs to be amplified between

connections. Prior to the advent ofoptical amplifiers, amplification ofan optical signal

required that it be converted to an electrical signal, reconditioned and amplified

electrically, and converted back to an optical signal to be launched in the network again.
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However, since the introduction of the erbium doped fiber amplifier (EDFA), which

allows optical amplification of the signal, it has been possible to transmit optical signals

over long haul without having to introduce electrical nodes that slow the data rate [9].

Still, for extremely long-haul networks, optical signals need to be reshaped (regenerated),

due to distortion caused by the optical amplifiers and fiber, including amplified

spontaneous emission (ASE) and dispersion.

1.3.4 Multiplexing of Optical Signals

To efficiently use the available bandwidth, typically, different channels are

multiplexed into a single channel. Electronically, signals are multiplexed in the time or

frequency domain, known as TDM (time division multiplexing) for time domain and

FDM (frequency division multiplexing) for frequency domain. Also CDM (code division

multiplexing) is used in many of today's communication systems. Each ofthese

multiplexing schemes lends themselves best to certain modulation approaches. Optically,

signals are multiplexed in the wavelength domain, known as WDM (wavelength division

multiplexing), which is complimentary to the other multiplexing schemes. In addition to

WDM, all optical multiplexing scheme utilizing TDM and CDM are currently

implemented [13].

1.3.4.1 Multiplexing Scheme in Hybrid Communication System

In hybrid communication networks, where electrical and optical systems are used

together, WDM alone cannot satisfY the all the needs ofa large network, especially when

a single carrier wavelength is used for single channel. Therefore, signals in current
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communication network are multiplexed electronically into either TDM or CDM signals

and further multiplexed with WDM as the electrical signal are converted into an optical

signal.

1.3.4.2 Multiplexing Scheme in All Optical System

Based on electrical multiplexing schemes, optical signals are also being multiplexed

using TDM, CDM, and WDM [10]. In OTDM (optical time division multiplexing),

unlike electrical TDM, where signals are divided in time slots, electrical pulses are

converted into optical pulses and then optical pulses are compressed using special fiber

[10]. In WDM, each wavelength is used as a carrier for a signal. Finally, in OCDM

(optical code division multiplexing), a signal is coded and decoded using similar

technique as the electrical counter part [11].

1.3.5 Multiplexer and Demultiplexer

In optical systems, ability to combine (multiplex) and separate (demultiplex) the

closely spaced carriers into each wavelength channel is crucial. As the capability of

separating closely spaced wavelength channels increases, the capacity for sending more

information over the fiber increases. However, there is a limit to bit rate which can be

transmitted, as the bit rate increases the channel spacing has to increase, but current

technology has not yet reached the maximum channel spacing for available bit rates.

There are many different methods in which the light signals are separated according to

wavelengths. The technologies most often used to demultiplex/multiplex optical signals

in current optic systems, employing DWDM (dense wavelength division multiplexing) re
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methods base on reflective/refractive gratings, array waveguide gratings, and fiber Bragg

gratings (FBG) [2].

1.3.6 Router/Switch

Once the optical signals have been delivered to a node ofthe network and the mixed

signals have been demultiplexed, each signal is routed to its designated destination. To

route the optic signals, there are several different methods utilized, which depend on the

number ofchannels and channel spacing. For a low number ofchannels, FBG based

routers or simple mirror-based routers are used to direct the signals. Currently, for

moderate to high density channels spacing, MEMS (microelectronic mechanical systems)

are being implemented.

Routers and switches are the main cause ofdelay in the optical network, especially

when mechanical-based routers are used (e.g. routers using motors to rotate the mirrors).

1.3.7 Receiver

Once the optical signal reaches the destination, it is detected, demodulated, and

decoded in electrical form by the receiver. To the convert optical signal to an electrical

signal, semiconductor-based photo detectors are used. The electrical signal is amplified

and passed along for equalization and discriminated by electrical circuitry [14].

1.4 Wavelength add/drop multiplexer (WADM)

One ofthe key components in the optical network system is WADM (wavelength

add/drop multiplexer), also known as OADM (optical add/drop multiplexer). WADM
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allows the signals to be dropped or added at the nodes ofthe system network, allowing

efficient use of the optical fiber network. Without an OADM, it would be necessary to

place additional optical cable for each path between the nodes in the optical network.

In next chapter, Chapter 2, more detail about the gratings used in today optical

communication technologies will be discuss along with their use in this project.
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Chapter 2

Different Grating Technologies

There are three primary types ofgratings used to develop multiplexer and

demultiplexer systems: Bragg gratings, arrayed waveguide gratings, and diffraction

gratings. Each grating type offers unique properties, which can be used to develop

diverse multiplexer/demultiplexer characteristics for different requirements within optical

systems. The following sections will describe each ofthese.

2.1 Bragg grating

For simple or less dense WDM systems, a multiplexer/demultiplexer is constructed

using a Fiber Bragg Grating (FBG). The FBG offers both narrow and broad wavelength

demultiplexing/multiplexing capabilities. Typical FBG multiplexer/demultiplexer

structures consists of a Bragg grating and a 3-dB coupler.

The fiber Bragg grating is a periodic (or near periodic) distribution of alternating

regions ofhigher and lower refractive index. The effect of the alternating refractive index

produces a narrowband mirror, which reflects a narrow range ofwavelengths around the

Bragg wavelength (given in Eq.l) and allows all other wavelengths to pass through. At

the interface between the alternating refractive index a portion ofthe forward going

signal is reflected and the rest is passed. At each successive junction, another portion of

the forward going signal gets reflected back. At or near the grating's matched
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wavelength, known as the Bragg wavelength or Bragg frequency, all of the reflected

waves add in phase and as a result the signal is nearly completely reflected [15].

The Bragg wavelength is given in Eq. 1,

(1)

where Ito is the average refractive index of the propagation modes and A is the period of

index modulation.

Currently the most common method ofproducing fiber Bragg gratings is through the

use ofa silica phase mask and ultraviolet light (UV). First, the proper grating size is

etched onto the phase mask and the fiber is exposed to UV light. Due to the UV

sensitivity of the fiber core, when the core is exposed to UV light, the index of refraction

of the core changes. This change in refractive index creates a periodic structure of

varying index ofrefraction, which acts as the Bragg grating. Another method of

fabrication without the use ofa phase mask is through the use of two UV sources. In this

method, two UV sources are shone across the optical fiber and the fringes produced by

the interference of the two sources cause the change in refractive index.

Normally a FBG is able to reflect a narrow range of the wavelengths near or at Bragg

wavelength. However, through used ofa chirped Bragg grating, where the periodic

structure of the altering refractive index changes from low to high with distance through

the grating, broad wavelength rangescan be reflected.

Even though the FBG-based demultiplexer is capable of demultiplexing a narrow

range ofwavelengths, the FBG is only capable ofdemultiplexmg a single wavelength
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range at a time. Therefore, in order to demultiplex a multi-channel system, multiple FBG

demultiplexers are needed in series. For example, in order to demultiplex a 16 channel

signa}, a minimum of8 FBG demultiplexers are required in a cascade configuration, with

each FBG having a different Bragg wavelength. Because ofthis characteristic, FBG

based demultiplexers are typically used for less dense WDM systems.

Since a demultiplexer using FBG is capable of demultiplexing a single wavelength

range at a time, there have not been many improvements made to FBG-based

demultiplexers recently. Most of the improvements to the FBG technologies have been in

development ofefficient and cost effective ways ofcreating accurate periodic structures

forFBGs.

2.2 AWG (Arrayed Waveguide Grating)

One ofthe most widely used multiplexer/demultiplexer technologies is the AWG

multiplexer/demultiplexer. The AWG consists of input and output waveguides, typically

star couplers, with the arrayed waveguide between them, having a constant path-length

difference between neighboring

waveguides, see Figure 1.

As the multi-channel signal enters the

input section of the AWG, it is

distributed evenly throughout the input

waveguides, due to the power

distribution characteristic of the star

Figure 1: Arrayed Waveguide Grating (AWG)
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coupler [12]. As the redistributed light beams enter the arrayed waveguide section of the

AWG, each light beam travels a slight different path length, where the difference is given

inEq.2.

Here, D is the lateral separation ofthe input waveguides, d is the arrayed waveguide

separation, fis the radius of curvature of the star coupler, Nc is the group index of the

(2)

effective core index fie, ns is the effective index of slab region, A.o is the center wavelength

of the WDM system, and A"A. is the channel spacing of the WDM system. As the light

travels through the arrayed waveguide, it exPeriences a phase shift due to the different

path lengths traveled. This relative phase shift between each channel at the exit ofarrayed

waveguide is given by Eq. 3.

As the light exits the arrayed waveguide section of the AWG, each ofthe light beams

constructively interfere into single focal points on the second slab. The location of the

focal point for each channel depends on its carrier wavelength. The physical length

separation of the wavelengths for the AWG is given by Eq. 4.

Ax Ncf(AL)
-=
AA n,dAo
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In the AWG, the number ofarray waveguides is increased in order to minimize the loss.

Also, the number of the array waveguides is increased as the number of channel increases.

In an attempt to increase the demultiplexing-abilities ofAWGs, TakaOO et al [4][5],

used two AWGs, one as the primary and the other as the secondary in tandem. In an

improved version [5], a I X 5 multiplexer/demultiplexer with flat-top interference fIlter

and five 1 X 288 AWGs with a 10 GHz channel spacing as second filters were used.

The primary AWG separated the signals into 5 channels in succession according to the

wavelength. Then the 5 channels were demultiplexed using the secondary 1 X 288 AWG

for each channel.

Even though Takada et al. [5] were able to develop a lower transmission loss

demultiplexer/multiplexer, capable ofseparating signals with channel spacing of 10 GHz,

the method ofusing two-stage AWG had its down falls. In order to demultiplex the 288

channels in the secondary AWGs, a 5-inch wafer was required to make a single

secondary AWG due to the large number ofarrayed waveguides and long focal length.

The secondary AWG needed more than 1000 arrayed waveguides and more than 4 cm of

spacing for focal area

To optimize the performances ofthe tandem AWG demultiplexer/multiplexer,

additional processes were implemented on secondary AWG. The temperature ofthe

secondary AWG's substrate had to be controlled in order to obtain all the channels from

the output of the secondary AWG. In addition, UV irradiation was used to sharpen the

pass band ofAWG to compensate for the phase error. Even with the phase error

compensation with UV irradiation, larger side lobes were present on the higher bands,

which led to higher phase error.
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In further development of cascading AWGs in tandem, Takada et al. were able to

increase the number ofchannels separated using 3-stages [6], without sacrificing much in

transmission loss. In the 3-stage configuration, Takada was able to reduce the size of the

biggest AWG, but a number ofdifferent parameter AWGs had to be fabricated

individually.

2.3 Diffraction Grating

Another common method used in multiplexer and demultiplexer technology is the use

ofdiffraction gratings. The diffraction grating is simply a reflective or transmitting

surface with periodic grooves, see Figure 2. There are two types ofdiffractive gratings

commonly used in today's multiplexer and demultiplexer scheme, ruled and holographic.

Even though both types ofgratings consist ofclosely spaced, straight-line grooves in

parallel on the substrates, there are differences between the two. The differences between

the ruled and holographic grating arise from not only the way each grating is

manufactured but also by the physical profile ofeach groove [23]. The ruled gratings

have a saw tooth-shaped groove profiles tilted at a specific angle (the blaze angle) that is

designed to have maximum efficiency at a specific (blaze) wavelength. The holographic

grating has a sinusoidal groove

profile. Because the holographic

grating has a sinusoidal pattern

groove, holographic gratings

cannot be blazed easily and the
Figure 2: Diffraction grating, holographic grating
profile on top and ruled grating on the bottom
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efficiency is usually less than a comparable ruled grating. However, when the groove

spacing-to-wavelength ratio is nearly one, holographic gratings have virtually the same

efficiency as ruled gratings and they can be fabricated with much higher groove densities.

Both ruled and holographic diffraction gratings separate a multi-wavelength source

into its component wavelengths by diffraction, a process in which light incident on a

surface with dimensions similar in size to its wavelength is dispersed at certain angles. As

the multiple wavelengths hit the grating, each wavelength is diffracted into a different

angle. It is this difference in diffraction angle that separates light into each spectral

component.

In a transmission grating the diffracted light is passed through at an angle equal to the

diffraction angle. For reflective gratings, the light is first diffracted as it is reflected by

the coating on the surface ofthe grooves at an angle equal to the diffraction angle.

The relationship between the incident angle, wavelength, and groove density to the

diffraction angle is given by grating the equation in Eq. 5.

nA =A(sin( (};) ± sin( (}n)) (5)

Here, n is the integer diffraction mode-order for the light, A is the spatial period ofthe

groove on the grating, 6j is the incident angle, ad is the diffracted angle, and A is the

wavelength of the light. This grating equation is the same for both the ruled and the

holographic groves in reflective and transmission gratings. The grating equation can be

rewritten in the form given by Eq. 6 to show the relationship between the incident angle

and diffracted angle. Equation 6 shows that, the diffracted angle depends on the
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wavelength, groove period~ and incident angle. As wavelength increases and or the

groove period decreases, the diffracted angle increases.

0d = sin -1 (nA - sineOJ)
A

(6)

Currently, not much attention has been given to the diffraction grating scheme since

the diffraction of light is well studied and diffraction by a single grating is limited by the

grating Equation. Therefore, there has not been much room to improve the diffraction

grating. Most of the efforts associated with diffraction gratings have been in

manufacturing process, to increase the consistency of groove profile and groove spacing.

Other improvements in diffractive grating technology have been in shaping of gratings to

focus light without using lenses or to line up the light to couple into fiber.

2.4 Improvement of Diffraction Grating Demultiplexer

Ofthe three types ofgratings, the diffraction grating was chosen for this thesis to

construct a tunable demultiplexer. In the Chapter 3, the theory and calculations

supporting the design will be discussed to show the feasibility ofthe demultiplexer

developed through this research. The system presented here, which is capable of

demultiplexing wavelength channels that are separated by less than 0.5 nm, was

engineered by cascading two diffraction gratings, one normal ruled grating and a chirped

grating. In later chapters, Chapter 4 and Chapter 5, the experiment setup and measured

data will be presented. Finally, in Chapter 6, the results of the data will be discussed.
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Chapter 3

Theory and Calculation

3.1 Theory

Most diffraction based multiplexers and demultiplexers schemes use a single grating

to separate the WDM signals. Yet, a single grating system with limited space, however it

is configured, can only resolve limited wavelength channel spacing. In order to increase

the demultiplexing capability ofa single grating system, the physical space between the

grating and the output fiber has to be increased, since angular separation between the

wavelengths is limited by the diffraction equation (see Eqs. 5 and 6).

As can be seen from Eq. 6, for a single grating system, only two factors can be

controlled to increase the separation between the wavelengths, incident angle and groove

density. However, the values of incident angle and groove density are limited by the Eq.

7, given below that expresses the range ofangles over which diffraction is possible. IfEq.

7 is not satisfied, the values of the all the diffraction angles becomes imaginary, which

signifies that only the mirror reflection or total internal reflection/refraction exist.

nil, -sin(BJ ~ 1
A

(7)

In addition, the groove density of the grating is limited by the wavelength since as the

grating's groove period gets smaller than the wavelength, the grating does not diffracts
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the light, but reflects it as mirror would. Therefore, once this limitation is reached, the

separation can only be increased by increasing the distance between the output fiber and

grating. Doing so is not ideal since prevailing demand is for smaller, more reliable, and

cost effective systems.

To increase the separation between the wavelengths for a given device size using the

grating system, multiple gratings in series are used. By having a series ofgratings, the

incident angle and/or the groove density for each of the individual wavelength channel

changes at the second grating, giving rise to an increase in separation, as shown in Figure

3. As Figure 3 shows, the wavelengths are initially separated by the first grating, then the

separated wavelengths travel different paths to the second grating, where the shorter

wavelengths travel to a second grating with smaller diffracted angles than the longer

wavelengths. This wavelength-dependent change in incident angle for the second grating

gives rise to larger diffraction angle changes in the second grating, and hence, larger

angular separation of the wavelengths. The drawback to using such a configuration is the

loss that is encountered by using two gratings in series. This issue will be addressed in

later chapters. For now, we proceed with the

derivation ofthe resolution performance for

dual grating demultiplexers.

3.1.1 Chirped Grating

In order to increase the effectiveness of

the dual grating system, the chirped grating

Figure 3: Diffraction behavior ofwavelength
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is introduced in this research. The idea ofthe chirped grating, a grating fabricated such

that groove density varies from one position to another position within the same grating,

arose from grating equation. This equation shows that diffraction angle is greatly

influenced by the groove density of the grating, and thus, by changing the groove density

as a function ofthe wavelength one can control the diffraction angle. By controlling the

diffraction angle, the channels can be routed to a desired location. In order to accomplish

this routing, a dual grating system must be implemented. By placing the chirped grating

at the position offrrst (master) grating would not make much sense, since at the first

grating, all channel would interact within the same area, since each channels travels as a

single beam. However, once the multi-channel beam diffracts from the frrst grating, each

wavelength is spatially separated. Therefore, by introducing a chirped grating at the

second (slave) grating position, where each wavelength interact with a different location

on the second grating, it would be possible to diffract each channel with a different

groove density. Thus by changing the location of incidence for each channel on the

chirped grating, either by rotation ofthe master grating or translation ofthe slave grating,

one can route a particular channel to desired location. Further, the additional diffraction

ofthe channels form the second grating can effectively introduce additional separation of

the channel, which will be shown in the calculation in this chapter.

3.2 Calculations

Using the grating equation (see Eqs. 5 and 6), two different setup calculations were

made to predict the position ofeach WDM channel as travels through the series of

diffraction grating.
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3.2.1 Initial testing setup calculation

To test the theory before the chirped grating could be fabricated, a dual-grating setup,

as shown in Figure 4, was setup and tested. For the initial setup, the following

calculations were done to predict the position of the each wavelength.

The experiment was setup such that for given angle at the second grating, the diffracted

angle would be in the increasing x-axis direction.

Recall that Eq. 6 is, given as:

(6)

where At is the wavelengths, ~l is the incident angle on first grating, and Al is the groove

density of the first grating. Using this diffracted angle as the incident angle for a second

grating, the second diffracted angle ~2 is given by Eq. 8:

Figure 4: Geometry of initial dual grating setup

; ~'~'"
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4) is the incident angle ofthe light on

Here ~2 (labeled as angle b in Figure

groove density ofthe second grating.

the second grating, and Azis the
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Given the angle of second grating (6d2) and the height of the grating hyo, which is the

vertical distance between the x-axis and the position of the reference wavelength J4J at

second grating, the line equation ofthe second grating position is written as:

(9)

Then the line equation of the light path between the first grating and second grating can

be written as:

(10)

Here mg is slope of second grating path equation, l11a is the slope of the light path between

the first and second gratings, hyO is the y position ofthe reference wavelength at the

second grating, Ao is the reference wavelength, and XxO is the x position of reference

wavelength.

Combining the two equations above results in:

(11)

where the slopes can be written as:

(12)

(13)



Then by using trigonometric relations, the x position ofsecond grating is given as

(14)

and the horizontal distance between each wavelength from the grating to the final

position on the x-axis where the output fiber is positioned is given as:

(15)

Thus, the final X position of the each wavelength is the sum ofthe Xg and xfi which is

written as:

(16)

Substituting for y gives the final equation:

(17)
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This final position Xc gives location ofeach wavelength relative to the position of

initial light incident area ofthe first grating, which is defined as the origin.

3.2.2 Final Setup Calculation

The final dual-grating setup is set as shown in Figure 5. Unlike the initial

measurement, the output fiber was placed in the y-axis. For the fmal setup, the following

calculations were done to predict the output position ofeach wavelength.

The experiment was setup such that for a given angle at the second grating, the

diffracted angle would be in the increasing y-axis direction, see Figure 5.

Since the diffracted angle ofsecond grating is in the increasing y-direction, the diffracted

angle of second grating is different from the initial setup, where diffracted angle of

second grating is now written as:

(18)

Using the same method as the

initial calculations with the

line equation ofthe

wavelength path and grating

path position, and combining

the two equations gives:

Yl
\\

\.
\\

8g\\

c::::::::J _ _ \ --..
0'

Figure 5: Geometry offinal dual grating setup
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Again using trigonometric relations the y-position of second grating is given as;

sin(b+d)
Y =x-..:.......----'-.

g sin(Odl)

or

(19)

(20)

(21)

The vertical distance between the each wavelength from the grating to the final position

on the y-axis, where the output fiber is positioned is given as:

sin(e)
Y = x--'---'-

f sin(f)

or

(22)

(23)

Thus, the final y-axis position ofeach wavelength is the sum ofYg and Yfi which is written

as

(24)

Substituting x into the about equation gives:
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From the equations 17 and 25 both gives calculated position of the each channel for

each configuration. As it can be seen by the equations, the relationship between the

channel's wavelength and position is not linear, which is undesirable. However, by

controlling the grating density variation of second grating (chirped), the position of each

channel could be come more linear.

In next chapter, Chapter 4, where all the data will be presented that show the non

linearity ofdual grating system.
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Cbapter4

Experiment Procedures, Setups and Measurement

To test the theory of the dual grating system, multiple experiments were set up using

two gratings in series. The following sections detail the various setups, experimental

procedures, and results.

4.1 Testing of the Theory

To test the efficacy of the multiplexer/demultiplexer scheme, various measurements

were made with different components in one of two basic measurement configurations.

For the fIrst measurement configuration, a single grating system, consisting of

Tunable Laser EDFA
HP 8168D - FPA 18

Wavemeter Multi-grating demultiplexer
HP 86120B

Figure 6: Schematic of the measurement setup
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collimating optics and a uniform ruled grating (600 grooves/rom), was set up and tested

as a reference. Then a second configuration using a dual grating system was set up and

tested. In this second configuration, the original ruled grating was used along with one of

the following gratings to increase the physical separation between the wavelengths:

1. Uniform 600 grooves/mm

2. Chirped grating

Groove spacing varied from 300 grooves/mm to 600 grooves/mm for the chirped grating

(using segmented grating, which is described in a later section of this chapter)

4.1.1 Layout of the Measurement Setup

A schematic of the experimental setup is shown in Figure 6, and the physical

dimensions of this

setup are shown in

Figure 7. For the

Input
fiber

laser source, a

tunable laser HP

8168D was used.

c ) Lens

10.5 cm

Second Grating!
Mirror

Since the maximum

output power from

the tunable laser

was 350 J.1W (-4.6

First
grating

7.3cm

7.5 em

-l
13.5 cm

dBm), an EDFA,
Figure 7: Dimensions of the setup
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Newport FPAI8, was used to amplify the tunable laser to 18 dBm. However, this caused

the unwanted effect of spectral spreading of the laser due to ASE (amplified spontaneous

emission), which could not be compensated for with the available equipment and shows

up in the experimental results as broadened channel width. The experimental setup is

shown in Figure 8. The amplified light was focused through the lens and transmitted

through the multi-grating system. After the incoming signal was separated by the

demultiplxing systems, the diffracted wavelengths were collected into single-mode fiber,

designated in Figure 8 as the Output fiber. The output power was measured with a

wavemeter, HP 86120B

Lens

Second gratingl
Mirror

First
grating ~

Movement of ~
output fiber

---------------------~

Output fiber Output fiber

Figure 8: Measurement

using a single

grating were

performed (see

Figure 9a). In this

configurations,

measurements

4.1.2 Reference Setup

First, to

compare the

results between

the single and

dual grating
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setup, the input signal containing multiple wavelengths was diffracted via a gold-coated

ruled grating with 600 grooves/nun (Edmund Optics). Since the separation ofthe

channels increased as the distance between the grating and collection fiber increased,

from the angular spreading of light from the first grating, the distance between the initial

grating and output fiber needed to be held constant for all the setups. Therefore, in order

to minimize the affect of the variation ofthe distance between the first grating and the

output fiber, a mirror was placed between the first grating and the output fiber. This

insured that all setups, both single and dual grating, had the same overall physical length.

4.1.2.1 Actual Dimensions for First Setup

In the setup, the components were placed such that they would minimize the distance

between the each other. The dimension ofthe setup is as follows (also shown in Figure 7).

The horizontal distance between the first grating and the second grating was 7.3 cm,

which is labeled xg in Figure 4. The vertical distance between the first grating and the

second grating was 7.5 cm, which is labeled h in Figure 4. The distance between center of

the first grating and center of the second grating was 10.5 cm. The distance between

center of the second grating and the position ofthe output fiber where the middle

wavelength's peak power was measure was 13.5 cm.

The system was constructed this way for following reasons. First, it was desirable to

reduce the total size of the demultiplexer scheme. Second, in order to transmit the light

over the total path length ofthe demultiplexer the light needed to be collimated. However,

collimating the light required a second lens to be placed at the output fiber to refocus the

light into the fiber. The placement ofan additional lens (ball lens) in front of the output
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fiber was difficult, though, and ultimately ineffective due to the lack ofa stable lens

holder that would fit within the allotted space and allow adjustment of the ball lens

position to focus the light into the

output fiber. Therefore, an additional

lens in front ofthe output fiber was not

used. Further, the minimization ofthe

demultiplexer size in tum caused a

constraint in the working area, which

allowed only one lens to be used in

front of the input fiber ofthe system to

focus the light into output fiber after it

had been transmitted through the

demultiplexer scheme.

4.1.2.2 Measurement Technique in

First Setup

Output Fiber

Grating

AJ, U,1.3 ....

Mirror

Figure 9a: Reference measurement setun, .
Uutput Fiber

Grating

Figure 9b: Dual standard ruled grating (DS
configuration), both grating with 600 grooves/mm

Using a tunable laser in series with

an EDFA, a single wavelength,

starting at the lowest laser wavelength

(1545 nm), was transmitted through

the multi~grating system. The actual

Grating

AJ, U,1.3 ....

Output Fiber

~mrn~mm~m

Groove space
varvinQ lmltinl!

power was measured using the Figure 9c: Standard/chirped ruled grating (SC
configuration), initial grating with 600 grooves/mm
and groove-spacing varying grating for second grating
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wavemeter by sweeping the output fiber in small intervals (0.05 mm) horizontally. Then,

the power at each position was recorded with the lIP wavemeter. Once the full beam

width of the wavelength was~ the individual channel wavelength was increased

by 1 nm and this procedure was repeated until the wavelength reached 1555 nm.

4.1.2.3 Reference Setup Results (Single GntiDg)

The following

sections present the
600

32.50.5 1 1.5 2

Position (mm)

Figure 10: Actual measurement for each wavelength for single
600 2rOOveslmm. (Reference measurement)

1

-1

E -3
II)
'0-= ~
Io -7
0-

-9

-11 +a---r--~------r---~-----r-------.

o
In the single 600

grooves/nun grating

12, and 13.

results of the

experiments. The data

for each ofthe setups are

shown in Figures 10, 11,

measurement, the spatial Wavelength vs. Position (600)

1556

•••••••••••••••••••••04-------r--~-~--~-___r_--

1544 1546 1548 1550 1552 1554

W8\elength (nm)

Figure 11: Peak power position of each wavelength for single 600
grooves/mm. (Reference measurement)
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0.24 mmlrun. The optical channels ranged in wavelength from 1545 run (at the initial

position on x-axis) to 1555 run in increments of 0.5 run, see Figure 10.

The actual power measurement for each channel with the single 600 grooves/mm

grating is shown in Figure 11. In the measurements, the power fluctuated between

neighboring channels. On average, the peak power ofeach channel fluctuated 1iP/IfA. ~

0.67 dBmlnm from the neighboring channels. The power difference between the highest

power channel and the lowest power channel was 2.8 dBm. This power fluctuation in the

measurements, which occurred in all the measurements, was partially due to the

ineffective coupling into the output single-mode fiber, due to the small numerical

aperture. More on this will be discussed in Chapter 5.

4.1.3 Dual Grating Setup

For the first dual grating measurement, the mirror was replaced with a second gold

coated ruled grating with 600-grooves/mm (see Figure 9b). An increase in the separation

of the channels was expected in this case due to the change of incident angle of light on

the second grating as well as from the additional diffraction resulting from the grating

itself.

For the second dual grating measurement, the mirror was replaced with a segmented

chirped grating with groove spacing varying from 300 to 600 grooves/mm, see Figure 9c.

In this setup, a continuous chirped grating was not available, so the chirped grating was

constructed by placing different groove spaced gratings next to each other. This in turn

created a defect area at the joining ofgratings. Because of this defect, measuring small

wavelength spacing was not possible; however, a demonstration of the concept was
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achievable.

The measurements were taken by moving a single fiber laterally from one end of the

output to other. The measurement started from the position closest to the second grating,

where the shortest wavelength was measured, and continued to the farthest output

position, where the longest wavelength was measured. Measurements for all setups were

conducted in same manner

600_600
to minimize the

measurement variation.

Also, the position of

shortest wavelength was

kept constant to avoid

6

5

E4
5
l: 3
2
'iii 2o
a.

1

•••••••••••••••••••••
additional separation due to

differences in path length.

For all measurements, the

o
1544 1546 1548 1550 1552 1554 1556

Wawlength (nm)

Figure 12: Peak power position ofeach wavelength for dual grating.
Two 600 grooves/mm grating in series

power transmitted to first

grating was set at 5 dBm
0

E -1
~ -2 t .~-3
Q) .. t
~ -4 i .
a. -5 r nQ)

.~ -6
m ·11 tE -7
0-8 .( . l
z

-9

0 1 2 3 4 5 6
Physical wavelength

diffraction mode was

signals.

chosen to separate the

and the first-order

position, starting from the Normalize Position (mm)

Figure 13: Actual measurement for each wavelength for dual
grating. Two 600 grooves/mm in series.
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shortest wavelength and continuing to the longest wavelength, is shown in Figures 9a, 9b,

and 9c for both the dual standard-ruled grating (DS) and standard/chirped-ruled grating

(SC) configurations, respectively. The position ofshortest wavelength measured using

the single grating and mirror configuration was set as a reference point for all other

measurements. The channel wavelength separations were kept at M =0.5 nm for the

single grating and dual grating setups due to the minimum resolution of the wavemeter

used in the experiment. For the segmented chirped grating configuration, the maximum

channel separation was 1545 nm at the low end and 1555 nm at the high end. This large

wavelength separation was selected in order to avoid the defects that occurred at the

edges of the gratings, as well as to control groove density encountered by each of the

wavelengths.

4.1.3.1 Results for the Two 600 grooves/mm Gratings in Series

The normalized position of the peak: powers for each channel from the two gratings in

series with 600 grooves/mm is shown in Figure 12. The average spatial separation

between each channel's peak: power position was Ax!/).').. R:i 0.44 mm/nm.

The actual power measurements from the two grating in series are shown in Figure 13.

On average, the peak: power of each channel fluctuated liP//).').. R:i 0.67 dBm/nm. from the

neighboring channels. The power difference between the highest power channel and the

lowest power channel was 2.8 dBm.

4.2 First Experiment with Continuous Chirped Grating (Lateral Measurement

Setup)
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After testing the dual grating system, two chirped gratings were fabricated, one grating

with groove density varying from 300 grooves/mm to 600 grooves/mm and a second

grating with groove density varying from 100 grooves/mm to 600 grooves/mm. Both

gratings' groove density increased continuously over a 5 mm length. However, since the

initial separation from the fIrst grating (600 grooves/mm) did not separate the channels

wide enough to cover the

full length ofthe chirped

grating. each chirped

grating was divided into

three sections. The chirped

grating with groove

density varying from 300

grooves/mm to 600

grooves/mm was divided

into sections consisting of

groove density varying

from 300 grooves/mm to

400 grooves/mm, 400

grooves/mm to 500

grooves/mm. and 500

grooves/mm to 600

grooves/mm. The chirped

600

3.5

3 ••
E 2.5 ••S 2 ••c •~ 1.5 •en •0 1a. •

0.5

0
1544 1546 1548 1550 1552 1554 1556

Wawlength

Figure 14: Peak power position ofeach wavelength for single 600
grooves/nun. For the testing setup measurement (Reference
measurement)
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Figure 15: Actual measurement for each wavelength for single
600 grooves/nun. For the testing setup measurement (Reference
measurement)
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grating with groove density varying from 100 grooves/mm to 600 grooves/mm was

divided into sections consisting ofgroove density varying from 100 grooves/mm to 275

grooves/mm, 275 grooves/mm to 450 grooves/mm, and 450 grooves/mm to 600

grooves/mm.

With these new chirped gratings, the previous experimental procedures were repeated.

All the measurement including the single grating (reference measurement) and two 600

grooves/mm gratings in series were repeated to insure that any in advertent changes to the

variables within the setup were accounted for in all tests. For example, in this second

testing series, the position between the gratings were reduced to increase the power

delivered to the collection fiber. However, this resulted in limited range in the incident

angle for the first grating due to the geometry ofthe setup and the physical size of the

grating.

4.2.1 Reference Setup Results (Single Grating)

The normalized position
600

ofeach channel for the

single 600 grooves/mm

grating is shown in Figure

14. The average spatial

separation between each

channel's peak power

position was~M ~

0

e-
m -5~...
CD
~&. -10
CD
.~

~ -15
0z

-20
0 1 2 3 4 5

Position (mm)

Figure 15: Actual measurement for each wavelength for single
600 grooves/rom. For the testing setup measurement (Reference
measurement)
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0.25mm1nm from the neighboring channels. The results of this reference measurement

differed from the previous measurement due to slight difference in distance between the

input and output (or collection) fiber.

The actual power measurements from the single 600 grooves/mm as the reference

measurement for this setup is shown in Figure 15. On average, the peak power ofeach

channel fluctuated MJ/&A ~

0.55 dBm/nm from the

••••••••••
1546 1548 1550 1552 1554 1556

Wa-.elength (nm)

4

3.5
_ 3

~ 2.5 
";; 2
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.jjj 1.5-
&. 1

0.5
o +---.-----,----r------.----.---

1544

neighboring channels. The

power difference between

and the lowest power

the highest power channel

channel was 4.4 dBm.

4.2.2 Results for the Two

600 grooves/mm Gratings

Figure 16: Peak power position ofeach wavelength for dual grating.
Two 600 grooveslmm grating in series for the testing setup
measurement.

in Series

The normalized position

ofeach channel for the two

600 grooves/mm grating in

series is shown in Figure 16.
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Figure 17: Actual power measurement for each wavelength for the
two 600 grooves/mm in series. For the testing setup measurement.
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channel's peak power position was 1ix//i.'A:::l 0.33 mm/nm.

The actual power measurements from the two 600 grooves/mm gratings in series are

shown in Figure 17. On average, the peak power ofeach channel fluctuated Ii.P/M:::l 0.67

dBmlnm from the

neighboring channels.
6OO_J00..600 (Region Q

•
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•
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• •
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Figure 18: Peak power position ofeach wavelength for dual grating.
600 grooves/rom and 151 chirp grating in series for the testing setup
measurement. (at region I area ofchirped grating)
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varying from 300 grooves/mm to 600 grooves/mm, are shown in Figures 18, 19,20,21,

22 and 23. Due to the small separation of the channels from the first grating (600

grooves/mm), the chirped grating was divided into three sections, region I (RI: 300

grooves/mm to 400 grooves/mm), region II (RII: 400 grooves/mm to 500 grooves/mm),

and region III (RIll:

500 grooves/mm to

600 grooves/mm),

each with different

groove densities. The

division of the groove

density on the grating

was an approximation

600_300-600 (Region II)
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•_ 20 •E •§. •c 15

~ •
"iii •0
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base on the fact that Figure 20: Peak power position of each wavelength for dual
grating. 600 grooves/rom and 151 chirped grating in series for the
testing setup measurement. (at region II ofchirped grating)
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4.2.3.1 Results at
Figure 21: Actual power measurement for each wavelength for the
600 grooves/rom and 1st chirped grating in series for the testing
setup measurement. (at region II ofchirped grating).
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Region I of the lst Chirped Grating

The normalized position ofeach channel for the 600 grooves/mm grating in series

with region I of the 1st chirped grating is shown in Figure 18. The average spatial

separation between each channel's peak power position was W/)""A.:::l 1.46 mm/nm.

The actual power

measurements from the 600_300-S00 (Region III)

30600 grooves/mm

grating and region II of

Ist chirped grating in

series are shown in

.- 25
E
E
~ 20o
E
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~ 15 • •
•
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15541546 1548 1550 1552

Wawlength (om)

Figure 22: Peak power position ofeach wavelength for dual
grating. 600 grooves/rom and 1st chirped grating in series for the
testing setup measurement. (at region ill ofchirped grating)
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4.2.3.2 Results at the Figure 23: Actual power measurement for each wavelength for the
600 grooves/rom and 1st chirped grating in series for the testing setup
measurement. (at region ill ofchirped grating).
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Region n of 1st Chirped Grating

The normalized position of each wavelength for the 600 grooves/mm grating in series

with region II of the 1st chirped grating are shown in Figure 20. The average spatial

separation between each channel's peak power position was 8x/!i.'A ~ 1.86 mm/nrn.

The actual power

measurements from the

600 grooves/mm

grating and region II of

the 1st chirped grating

is shown in Figure 21.

On average, the peak

power ofeach channel

fluctuated !i.P/M ~ 1.6

dBmfnm from the

neighboring channels.
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Figure 24: Peak power position ofeach wavelength for dual grating.
600 grooves/mm and 200 chirped grating in series for the testing setup
measmement. (at region I ofchirped grating)
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Figure 25: Actual power measurement for each wavelength for the 600
grooves/mm and 2Dd chirped grating in series for the testing setup
measurement. (at region I ofchirped grating).
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Region III of the Ist Chirped Grating

The normalized position of each channel for the 600 grooves/mm grating series with

region III ofthe 1st chirped grating is shown in Figure 22. The average spatial separation

between each channel's peak power position was I1xJA').. ~ 2.15 mm/nm.

The actual power measurements from the 600 grooves/mm grating and region III of

the 1st chirped grating are shown in Figure 23. On average, the peak power of each

channel fluctuated APIA/.. f::j 1.35 dBm/nm from the neighboring channels. Due to the

large power fluctuations, some of the channels could not be measured. The power

difference between the highest power channel and the lowest power channel in 1546 nm

to 1552 nm ranges was 8.1 dBm.

4.2.4 Results for the 600 grooves/mm Grating and the 2nd Chirped Grating in Series

The measurements from 600 grooves/mm grating series with the 2nd chirped grating

having groove density varying from 100 grooveslmm to 600 grooves/mm is shown in

Figures 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, and 29.

4.2.4.1 Results at Region I of the 2nd Chirped Grating

The normalized position of each channel for the 600 grooves/mm grating in series

with region I ofthe 2nd chirped grating is shown in Figure 24. The average spatial

separation between each channel's peak power position was M A').. ~ 1.24 mm/nm.

The actual power measurements from the 600 grooveslmm grating and region I of the

2nd chirped grating are shown in Figure 25. On average, the peak power of each channel

fluctuated APIA').. ~ 0.86 dBm/nm from the neighboring channels. The power difference
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between the highest power channel and the lowest power channel in 1546 nm to 1554 nm

range was 4.2 dBm.

4.2.4.2 Results at Region II of the 2nd Chirped Grating

The normalized

position ofeach channel
600_100-600 (Region 10

for the 600 grooves/mm

grating series with region

II ofthe second chirped

grating is shown in

Figure 26 The average

spatial separation

between each channel's

peak: power position was
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Figure 26: Peak power position ofeach wavelength for dual grating.
600 grooves/nun and 200 chirped grating in series for the testing setup
measurement (at region II ofchirped grating)
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average, the peak power Figure 27: Actual power measurement for each wavelength for the 600
grooves/mm and 2nd chirped grating in series for the testing setup
measurement. (at region II ofchirped grating).
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ofeach channel fluctuated tJ>/M ~ 0.74 dBm/nm from the neighboring channels. As was

the in region III measurements of the Ist chirped grating, the full range of the channels

could not be measured because the power dropped too low to be measured by the

wavementer for some of them. The power difference between the highest power channel

and the lowest
600_100-600 (Region IIQ

1546 1548 1550 1552 1554

Wa'telength

••••••••
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E 25
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4.2.4.3 Results at

nm range was 5.9

the 1546 nm to 1554

measured power in

dBm.

2nd Chirped
Figure 28: Peak power position ofeach wavelength for dual grating.
600 grooves/mm and 2"" chirped grating in series for the testing
setup measurement. (at region III ofchirped grating)
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shown in Figure 28. Figure 29: Actual power measurement for each wavelength for the
600 grooves/mm and 2nd chirped grating in series for the testing
setup measurement (at region III ofchirped grating).
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The average spatial separation between each channel's peak power position was !:ix/!1A ~

2.15 mm/nm.

The actual power measurements from the 600 grooves/mm grating and the region III

of2nd chirped grating are shown in Figure 29. On average, the peak power of each

channel fluctuated M>/!1A ~ 1.76 dBm/nm from the neighboring channels. As in the

previous measurements, the full range of channels could not be measured. The power

difference between the highest power channel and the lowest measured power channel in

1546 nm to 1553 nm ranges was 12.1 dBm. This large power fluctuation arises from the

incident angle ofthe light entering the output fiber that is caused by the large spectral

separation. More will be discussed in a later chapter.

4.3 Final Setup with Continuous Chirped Grating (Circular Measurement Setup)

To reduce the variation

of the power collected by

the output fiber caused by

the increase in entrance

angle as this output fiber

was moved laterally, the set

up for the output fiber was

changed as shown in Figure

30. As was done for all the

previous measurements, the
First grating

Figure 30: Final measurement setup
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single grating system was set up and tested to be used as a reference measurement Then

the second configuration using the dual grating system was setup and measured as well.

In the second setup, the following gratings were used as the second grating to increase the

physical separation between the wavelengths:

1. Uniform 600 grooves/mm

2. Chirped grating

Groove density varied from 300 grooves/mm to 600 grooves/mm for the fIrst chirped

grating and from 100 grooves/nun to 600 grooves/mm for the second, which was divided

into three

sections as it was

. .
mpreVlOUS

Input
fiber

7.5 em

Second grating!
Mirror

Lens

I
I

4.3.1 Reference ,.
I

•
I

Setup (Single
,
I
I

Movement 0 Constrain in
Grating) :output fiber area,

I holder,
First, I 22cmI,

I
I

measurements ••

using a single 10.5 cm
Output

grating were fIber

repeated, as was 7.3 cm

done in all of the

configuration.

Figure 31: The dimensions for final setup
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previous measurements, for consistency.

In the final setup, reference measurements in steps of 1run could not be done

accurately due to the small angular changes between the wavelengths. Thus

measurements were taken at the two end wavelengths, 1545 run and 1555 run, and the

result was L\8 ~ 0.8 degrees separated the wavelengths.

Due to lack offme control over the angular movement of the output fiber, actual

power measurement ofeach could not be measured accurately, therefore the actual power

measurement done in this testing stage was not conducted. Only the peak powers and the

positions of the peak power were measured.

4.3.1.1 Actual Setup

Dimensions for

Final Setup

For the same

reason given in the

previous setup, only

one lens in front of

the input fiber was

used to focus the

light into output fiber.

As many ofthe

dimensions as

Output
fiber

r .............:-.~l..-...., .......,......:...___
J::;,:~ __~

~~, -....;"
I,,

I,
•
I
I

Output
fiber

Input
fiber

First grating

Figure 32: Final setup measurement technique
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possible in this final setup were kept the same as before. The difference between the

previous setup and this final setup was that the output fiber was placed on the rotation

stage and the distance between center of the second grating and the output fiber was

increased from 13.5 cm to 22 em from the axis ofrotation. The increase in the distance

between the center of the second grating and output fiber in the final setup was due to the

additional space introduced by the rotational stage. Also, there was a change in the

position of the output fiber holder (now in y-axis position instead ofx-axis as it was in

previous setup), which did not allow the bulky output fiber holder to be placed closer to

the output fiber due to area constraints induced by the first grating and the input fiber

holders, shown in Figure 31. However, because angular measurements were determined

for both systems, dimensional differences could be removed from the experimental

results. This left only the coupling efficiencies as the primary difference.

4.3.1.2 Measurement Technique Final Setup

Again in the final setup, using a tunable laser in series with EDFA, a single

wavelength channel, starting with the lowest wavelength (1545 nm), was transmitted

through the multi-grating system. However, in the final setup, precise control over the

rotation stage, where the output fiber was placed, was not achievable since the available

equipment only allowed unidirectional movement of the rotator (the rotator was only able

to be pushed by the micro-meter in one direction). For this reason only the position of the

peak power was measured using the wavemeter, unlike the previous measurement, where

the whole beam profiles were collected. The peak power for the given wavelength was

detected by moving the output fiber in one direction. Since the movement of the rotator
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on which the output fiber was placed moved in circular path the position for each

wavelength's peak power was recorded in degrees. The wavelength was increased by 1

nm and the rotator was rotated from the position where the previous wavelength was

measured to determine the shift in the position. This procedure was repeated until the

wavelength reached 1555 nm.

4.3.2 Dual Grating Setup

For the first dual grating measurement, the mirror was replaced with a second gold

coated 600-grooves/mm ruled grating. Then for the second dual grating measurement, the

mirror was replaced with a first chirped ruled grating (groove spacing varying from 300

to 600 grooves/mm). Finally, the mirror was again replaced with a second chirped ruled

grating (groove spacing varying from 100 to 600 grooves/mm).

The measurements were taken by rotating on a single fiber from Position I, located at

the shortest wavelength to Position II, located at the longest wavelength. All

measurements were conducted in same manner to minimize the measurement variation

and the first-order diffraction mode was chosen to separate the signals.

Physical wavelength position, starting from the shortest to longest wavelength, is

shown in Figures 33 and 35 for both the dual standard grating setup and the standard

chirped grating configurations, respectively. The position of shortest wavelength

measured using the single grating with mirror configuration was set as a reference point

for all other measurements. In this measurements, the channel wavelength separations

were kept at !!..'A = 1 nm, which is larger than the previous measurement (!!..'A = 0.5 nm)

for the single grating and dual grating setups due to the limitations with the fine control
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of the rotator used to translated the collection fiber. For the chirped grating configuration,

the channel separation was 1545 nm at the low end and 1555 nm at the high end. This

large wavelength separation was selected in order to avoid the defects that occur at the

edges of the gratings, as well as to control groove density encountered by each of the

wavelengths.

4.3.2.1 Results for
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Figure 34: Peak power measurement for each wavelength for the two
600 grooves/mm grating in series for the final setup measurement.
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two 600 grooves/nun grating in series is shown in Figure 34. As before, the power

fluctuated for each wavelength; however, the fluctuations between the each wavelength

were not as severe compared to the previous measurements. On average, the peak power

of each channel fluctuated ~/1lJ.... ~ 0.57 dBm/nm from the neighboring channels. The

power difference

between the highest 600_300-600 (Region I)

•
••

••
•

••••
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Figure 35: Peak power position ofeach wavelength for dual
grating. 600 grooveslmm and 1st chirped grating in series for the
testing setup measurement. (at region I ofchirped grating)
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Figures 35, 36, 37 38, 39, and 40.

4.3.3.1 Results at Region I of the lst Chirped Grating

The nonnalized position ofeach channel for the 600 grooves/nun grating in series

with region I of the first

chirped grating is shown 600_300.600 (Region II)

in Figure 35. The 5
•

•••
•

••
•

4

1548 1550 1552 1554 1556

Wa~length (nm)

Figure 37: Peak power position of each wavelength for dual
grating. 600 grooves/rom and 1st chirped grating in series for the
testing setup measurement. (at region II ofchirped grating)
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average spatial angular

position was lie/Ii/... R; 0.3
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Figure 38: Actual peak power measurement for each wavelength
for the 600 grooves/rom and 1st chirped grating in series for the
testing setup measurement. (at region II ofchirped grating).
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neighboring channels. The power difference between the highest power channel and the

lowest power channel was 4.9 dBm.

4.3.3.2 Results at Region II of the 1st Chirped Grating

The normalized

position ofeach

channel for the 600

grooves/mm grating in

series with region II of

the first chirped

grating is shown in

Figure 37. The average

angular separation

between each

600_300-600 (Region III)

8
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Figure 39: Peak power position ofeach wavelength for dual grating.
600 grooves/mm and 1st chirped grating in series for the testing setup
measurement. (at region III area of chirped grating)
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Figure 40: Actual peak power measurement for each wavelength for the
600 grooves/mm and 1st chirped grating in series for the testing setup
measurement. (at region III area ofchirped grating).
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are shown in Figure 38. On average, the peak power of each channel fluctuated AP/!i.'A, ~

0.56 dBm/nm from the neighboring channels. The power difference between the highest

power channel and the lowest power channels was 4.7 dBm.

4.3.3.3 Results at the Region III of 1st Chirped Grating

The normalized position ofeach channel for the 600 grooves/mm grating in series

with region III of the 1st chirped grating, grooves density varying from 500 grooves/mm

to 600 grooves/mm, is shown in Figure 39. The average angular separation between each

channel's peak power position was !18/!1A ~ 0.76 deg/nm.

The actual power measurements from the 600 grooveslmm grating and region III of

1st chirped grating are shown in Figure 40. On average, the peak power ofeach channel

fluctuated AP/!i.'A, ~ 0.77 dBm/nm from the neighboring channels. The power difference

between the highest power channels and the lowest power channel was 5.9 dBm.

4.3.4 Results (or the 600 grooves/mm Grating and the 2nd Chirped Grating in Series

The measurements from 600 grooves/mm grating in series with 2nd chirped grating,

having groove density varying from 100 grooves!mm to 600 grooves!mm, are shown in

Figure 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, and 46.

4.3.4.1 Results at the Region I of 2nd Chirped Grating

The normalized position of each channel for the 600 grooves/mm grating series with

region I area of the 2nd chirped grating is shown in Figure 41. The average angular

separation between each channel's peak power position was !18/!1A ~ 0.48 deglnm.
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The actual power measurements from the 600 grooves/rom grating and region I of the

2nd chirped grating are shown in Figure 42. On average, the peak power ofeach channel

fluctuated liP/SA. ~ 1.16 dBm/nm from the neighboring channels. The power difference

between the highest power channel and the lowest power channel was 6.1 dBm.

4.3.4.2 Results at

Region II Area of the

2nd Chirped Grating

The normalized

position of each channel

for the for 600

grooves/rom grating in

series with region II of

the 2nd chirped grating,

having groove density

varying from 250

grooves/rom to 400

grooves/rom, is shown in

Figure 43. The average

angular separation

between each channel's

peak power position was
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Figure 41: Peak power position ofeach wavelength for dual grating.
600 grooves/rom and 2nd chirped grating in series for the testing
setup measurement. (at region I area of chirped grating)
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Figure 42: Actual peak power measurement for each wavelength for
the 600 grooves/mm and 2nd chirped grating in series for the testing
setup measurement. (at region I area ofchirped grating).
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~e/AA. ~ 0.84 deg/nm.

The actual power measurements from the 600 grooves/mm grating and region II of the

2nd chirped grating are shown in Figure 44. On average, the peak power ofeach channel

fluctuated ~/~').. ~ 0.84

dBm/nm from the 6OO_1Q0.600 (Region IQ

neighboring channels.

The power difference

between the highest

power channel and the

lowest power channel

was3.9dBm.
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Figure 43: Peak power position ofeach wavelength for dual grating. 600
grooveslmm and 200 chirped grating in series for the testing setup
measurement. (at region II ofchirped grating)
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Figure 44: Actual peak power measurement for each wavelength for
the 600 grooveslmm and 200 chirped grating in series for the testing
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average angular separation between each channel's peak power position was /191A').. l:::$

1.07 deg/nm.

The actual power measurements from the 600 grooves/mm grating and region III of the

2nd chirped grating are shown in Figure 46. On average, the peak power ofeach channel

fluctuated APIA').. l:::$

0.47 dBm/nm from the
6OO_1Q0-600 (Region III)

neighboring channels.

The power difference

between the highest

power channel and the

105

103 ••
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lowest power channel
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Figure 45: Peak power position ofeach wavelength for dual grating.
600 grooves/rom and 2nd chirped grating in series for the testing setup
measurement. (at region ill area ofchirped grating)
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grooves density of the second grating. This shows ability to shift (or move) channel's

peak power position just by varying the groove density of second grating, which for the

chirped grating can be accomplished by lateral translation.

4.4.1 Results from Lateral Setup Results

The shifting ofthe

channel's peak power
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is clearly shown that each channel's peak power position shifts from one place to another

based on the groove density.

4.4.1.1 Position Shifting of 1st Grating

The position shifting

ofeach channel's peak 600_1 QO-6OO
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•
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Figure 49: Channel's peak power position shifting as the groove
density of2Dd chirped grating varies from region I to region n and
region II to region III.
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shown in Figure 50.

4.4.2 Final Setup Results

The angular shifting of the channel's peak power positions for different groove densities

on the second grating for final setup is shown in Figures 49 and 50.

Unlike previous measurements, where the power fluctuations became larger as the

separation between the wavelengths increased, measurements for the full range of

wavelengths were collected because power fluctuations were small.

4.4.2.1 Position Shifting of 1st Grating

The position shifting ofeach channel's peak power for the 1st chirped grating, having

groove density varying from 300 grooves/rom to 600 grooves/rom, is shown in Figure 49.

4.4.2.2 Position Shifting of2nd Grating

The position shifting of each channel's peak power for the 2nd chirped grating, having

groove densities varying from 100 grooves/rom to 600 grooves/rom, is shown in Figure

50.

In Chapter 5, all the data given in this chapter will be compared and discuss.
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ChapterS

Discussion of Results

5.1 Wavelength Channel's Peak Power Separations

A summary of the wavelength channel separation for all experimental setups is given

in Table 1.

5.1.1 Single Grating (Reference Measurement)

Using a single 600 grooves/rom grating, reference measurements were conducted to

examine the channel separation property of the diffraction grating and to compare the

results with the other setups. Reference measurements were conducted for all the various

setups, however, for the final setup, due to limited control over the fine angular

movement (angle less than 0.05 degree) and limited precision form the angle

measurement equipment, measurements of individual wavelength channel separations

were not possible.

In setups where single grating measurements were possible, the results showed an

average spatial separation of0.06 deg/nm for the initial setup and 0.06 deg/nm for the

testing setup. Even though the two measurements show slight difference in separation,

this difference is within measurement error, which was about 0.01 deg/nm for the setups.

In addition, these differences could be the result of slight changes in distance between the

grating and collection fiber, since the setup was reconstructed for every measurement.
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The measurement results show that the single grating setup is ideally suited for wide

channel systems, with spacing of t1')... > lum, within a reasonable size because it is simple,

robust, and cost effective. However, for DWDM systems, which require wavelength

1st Setup using
Theory testing continuous

Final setup results
setup chirped grating

setup
Average Average Average

Separation Separation Separation
between the between the between the
wavelength wavelength wavelength

(t1e/M) (t1e/t1')...) (t1e/M)
(t1x/t1')...) (t!,.x/M) (t1e/t1')...)

Single grating 0.06 ± 0.01 deg 0.06 ± 0.01 deg
NA

(600 grooves/rom) 0.24 ± 0.05 rom 0.22 ± 0.05 rom
Dual grating 0.10 ± 0.01 deg 0.1 ± 0.01 deg 0.12 ± 0.01 deg

(Two 600 grooves/rom) 0.44 ± 0.05 rom 0.44 ± 0.05 rom 0.49 ± 0.05 rom
Dual grating

0.32 ± 0.01 deg 0.3 ± 0.01 deg(600 and 1st chirped NA
grating) at region I

1.46 ± 0.05 rom 1.15 ± 0.05 rom

Dual grating
0.38 ± 0.01 deg 0.51 ± 0.01 deg

(600 and 1st chirped NA
grating) at region II

1.86 ± 0.05 rom 1.96 ± 0.05 rom

Dual grating
0.41 ± 0.01 deg 0.76 ± 0.01 deg

(600 and 1st chirped NA
grating) at region III

2.15 ± 0.05 rom 2.91 ± 0.05 rom

Dual grating
0.28 ± 0.01 deg 0.48 ± 0.01 deg

(600 and 2nd chirped NA
grating) at region I

1.24 ± 0.05 rom 1.84 ± 0.05 rom

Dual grating
0.37 ± 0.01 deg 0.84 ± 0.01 deg

(600 and 2nd chirped NA
grating) at region II

1.81 ± 0.05 rom 3.23 ± 0.05 rom

Dual grating
0.4 ± 0.01 deg 1.07 ± 0.01 deg

(600 and 2nd chirped NA
grating) at region III

2.14 ± 0.05 rom 4.11 ± 0.05 rom

Table 1: Average separation between the channels' peak power.
For the theory and 1st setup measurement, both measured separations in metric term
and calculated value of separation in angular terms are given. For the final setup
measurement, both measured angular separations and calculated value of separation in
metric terms are given. The calculations were based on the individual experiment's
geometry The calculations were based on the individual experiment's geometry.
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channel spacings of Ii').. < Inm, it would not be suitable. Even though the resolution of the

channels can be increased by increasing the distance between the grating and output fiber

and/or changing the angle of incidence of the input to the grating, this result illustrates the

typical lower limit ofchannel spacing for a single grating setup with a reasonable

distance between the input and output.

5.1.2 Dual Grating Measurement Results

As can be seen from the Table 1, all ofthe dual grating setups improved the average

wavelength channel separation compared to the single grating setup. The improvement of

separation ranges from 160% to 1700% depending on the setup, which is shown in Table

2.

5.1.2.1 Two 600 groove/mm Gratings in Series

For the dual grating configuration the spatial separation between each wavelength

channel was larger than the single grating setup, as was expected. In the initial

measurement setup, dual gratings resulted in greater than 1600,10 improvement over the

single grating. In the testing measurement, improvement between the single grating and

the dual grating was about 200 %.

The differences in these results could be due to different factors. One such factor is

due to the small difference in the separation between the first and the second grating. This

difference will result in a difference in incident angles on the second grating, as the

separation between the first and second grating increases, the range of the incident angles

into the second grating increases. This will result in larger separation.
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Secondly, however small the difference might be, the total distance traveled by the

separated light will increase the wavelength separations due to angular spread of the light

from the grating. This is unavoidable and results in a larger spread in wavelength.

However, the difference in the wavelength separation is within the measurement error

in this experiment. The difference in percentage seems larger since the separation

between the wavelengths is small compared to the measurement error range.

5.1.2.2 Dual Grating (1st Chirped grating)

1st Setup using continuous
Final setup resultschirped grating setup

% Improved compared to
% Improved compared to

the reference
measurements

the reference measurements

Dual grating 160 200
(Two 600 groove/mm)

Dual grating
(600 and 1st chirped 533 500
grating) at region I

Dual grating
(600 and 1st chirped 633 850
grating) at region II

Dual grating
(600 and 1st chirped 683 1267
grating) at region III

Dual grating
(600 and 2nd chirped 466 800
grating) at region I

Dual grating
(600 and 2nd chirped 616 1400
grating) at region II

Dual grating
(600 and 2nd chirped 667 1783
grating) at region III

Table 2: Wavelength channels separation improvement compared to the average
reference measurement in percent
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Use of the 1st chirped grating, having groove density varying from 300 grooves/mm to

600 grooves/mm, improved the wavelength channel separations in both the testing setup

and final setups.

5.1.2.2.1 Testing Setup

Using the 600 grooves/mm grating, as a master grating, and the different density areas

of the 1st chirped grating, having groove density varying from 300 grooves/mm to 600

grooves/mm, as the slave grating, in series results in improved wavelength channel

separation. The separation between the wavelength channels improved by 530% to 680%

depending on the groove density of the chirped grating compared to the average

separations of the wavelength channels for the reference measurements, as shown in

Table 2.

5.1.2.2.2 Final Setup

Using the 600 grooves/mm grating, as a master grating, and the different density area

of the 1st chirped grating, groove density varying from 300 grooves/mm to 600

grooves/mm, as the slave grating, in series results in improving wavelength channel

separations. The separations between the wavelength channels improved by 500% to

12000.10 depending on the groove density of the chirped grating area compared to the

average separations of the wavelength channels for the reference measurements, as

shown in Table 2.

The large increase in average wavelength separation in the final setup is partly due to a
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larger separation in longer wavelengths ranging from 1553 nm to 1555 nm. In previous

measurements from the testing setup, the full range of the wavelength channels could not

be measured due to the large power attenuation at the larger wavelength, especially in

1555 nm range. However, in the final setup, it was possible to measure these longer

wavelengths. This resulted in an increase of the average separation of the wavelength

channels due to the longer wavelength combined with the higher groove density of slave

grating. Thus for these wavelengths, the separation between the channels was larger than

the other wavelength, which increased the average separation. Still, the final setup

performed better overall.

5.1.2.3 Dual Grating Setup (2nd Chirped Grating)

Use of the 2nd chirped grating improved the channel separation in both the testing

setup and final setups.

5.1.2.3.1 Testing Setup

Using the 600 grooves/rom grating, as a master grating, and the different density areas

of the 2nd chirped grating, groove density varying from 100 grooves/rom to 600

grooves/rom, as the slave grating, in series results in improving wavelength channel

separations. The separation between the wavelength channels improved by 450% to

660% depending on the groove density of the chirped grating, when compared to the

average separations of the channels for the reference measurements, as shown in Table 2.

5.1.2.3.2 Final Setup

Using the 600 grooves/rom grating, as a master grating, and the different density area
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ofthe 2nd chirped grating, having groove density varying from 100 grooves/mm to 600

grooves/mm, as the slave grating, in series results in improving channel space separation

as welL The separation between the wavelength channels improved by 800% to1750%

depending on the groove density of the chirped grating, when compared to the average

separations of the wavelength channels for the reference measurements, as shown in

1st Setup using
Theory testing continuous

Final setup results
setup chirped grating

setup
Average power Average power Average power

fluctuation fluctuation fluctuation
between the between the between the
neighboring neighboring neighboring

channels channels channels
(&>/L\A) (L\P/L\A) (&>/L\A)

rdBm/nml rdBm/nml rdBm/nml
Single grating

3.26± 0.1 0.55 ± 0.1 NA
(600 grooves/mm)

Dual grating
0.67 ± 0.1 0.67 ± 0.1 0.57 ± 0.1

(Two 600 grooves/mm)
Dual grating

(600 and 1st chirped NA 1.13 ± 0.1 0.66 ± 0.1
grating) at region I

Dual grating
(600 and 1st chirped NA 1.6 ± 0.1 0.56 ± 0.1
grating) at region II

Dual grating
(600 and 1st chirped NA 1.35±0.1 0.77 ± 0.1
grating) at region III

Dual grating
(600 and 2nd chirped NA 0.86 ± 0.1 1.16±0.1
grating) at region I

Dual grating
(600 and 2nd chirped NA 0.74 ± 0.1 0.84 ± 0.1
grating) at region II

Dual grating
(600 and 2nd chirped NA 1.76 ± 0.1 0.47 ± 0.1
grating) at region III

Table 3: Average power fluctuation between the wavelength channels' peak power.
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Table 2.

5.1.3 Dual Grating Measured Results verse Calculated Results

In the calculations, the position ofeach wavelength channel was predominately

controlled by the groove

density of second grating. Calculation of Wavelength Channel Position

The relationships

between the groove

density, the wavelengths,

and the position ofeach

wavelength channels are

shown in Figure 51 and
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groove density varying from 600 grooves/mm to 100 grooves/mm. Figure 52 shows each

wavelength channel's position for the different slave (second) gratings: constant 600

grooves/mm, 1st chirped grating, with groove density varying from 300 grooves/mm to

600 grooves/mm, and 2nd chirped grating, with groove density varying from 100

grooves/mm to 600 grooves/mm.

As can be seen from Figures 51 and 52, for a constant groove density on the second

(600 grooves/mm) grating, the position ofeach channel was determined by the

wavelength, but the amount of position change between each channel was small.

However, for the chirped grating, the position ofeach wavelength channel was

predominately controlled by the groove density of the second (chirped) grating. For

example, in the case when the chirped grating density varied from low to high, as the

wavelength increases, from 1545 nm to 1555 nm, the position of the each channel was

determine by the groove density not by the wavelength. For the case when the groove

density of the chirped

grating decreases as the

wavelength increases, the

Wavelength position for different groove
density
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Figure 53: Calculated position ofwavelength channel for 1st and 200

chirped grating for the different region.
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increase, except the position is shift by the effect of 1st (master) grating's spectral

spreading.

However, in the actual measurement, when the direction of the density gradient was

switched, the results did not give mirror images of each other. When the groove density

of the chirped grating increased as the wavelength increased, the result could not be

obtained due to the wide beam broadening effect. However, in the case when the groove

density of the chirped grating decreased as the wavelength increased, there was less

broadening. This broadening effect will be discussed later on.

In the measurement, each chirped grating was divided into three sections, each with

different groove density. Each groove density period resulted in different wavelength

channel separation abilities, some sections showing larger separation abilities than others.

However, in the calculations, the three sections seem to show similar abilities, except for

the lower end (groove density around 100 grooves/rom) of the grating, which shows

slightly better performance, see Figure 53.

5.2 Power Fluctuation

5.2.1 Initial Setup

The power fluctuation in the measurements is partially due to the ineffective coupling

into the output single·mode fiber, due to the small numerical aperture. The loss is also

attributed to the angle of incidence for the single·mode fiber, which differs for each

wavelength. The angle of incidence for light coupling into output fiber was difficult to

control due to small angle changes for each wavelength; therefore, the output fiber was
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fixed at a single angle relative to the grating, while light came from slightly different

angles. Also, the power from the input fiber was not completely uniform over the

wavelength range tested, which was a function of the laser source and amplifier.

5.2.2 Testing Setup

The output (collected) power for the testing setup fluctuated due to problems with

coupling, as mention before. For the first measurement, this power fluctuation was not as

severe as the other two measurements, since the separation between the wavelengths was

not as large, and thus, the incident angle of light on the fiber did not vary as much. But,

for mid and high density areas, the power fluctuation between the wavelengths was

severe as the wavelength separation increased. The highest power of the wavelength

channel occurs at one wavelength position, where the incident angle of the light on fiber

was optimum, and the power decreased as the position shifted away from this optimum

angle. For this reason, the measurement ofpower for longer wavelengths incident on the

high density area ofgrating was not possible, since the power dropped below the

detectable limit of the wave-meter.

5.2.3 Final Setup

In the final setup measurements, the power fluctuated as well. However, the power

fluctuation in the final setup differed from the other setups. Unlike the other setups,

where there were one or two distinctive peak powers and a gradual lowering of the power

for the adjacent wavelength channels, the final power fluctuated with out a distinctive

pattern.
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Even though there were power fluctuations within the measurements, the fluctuations

were not as severe as in the testing measurements, especially when considering the

difference between the highest power and the lowest power received by the collection

fiber. The power fluctuations from the fmal setup could arise for different reasons. It

could be due to the differences

in incident angles of the beams Position shift as groove density varies

Groove density

Figure 54: Calculated position of each wavelength channel as the
groove density varies for testing setup
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the output. Furthennore, there was a limit to resolution of the angular movement of the

output fiber, which made positioning of the output fiber at the peak power position

difficult.

5.3 Wavelength Routing Properties

5.3.1 Routing of Wavelength Channels in the Testing Setup

The position shifts for each wavelength channel in the testing setup are shown in

Table 3 and 4.

5.3.1.11st Chirped Grating

The position shift ofeach wavelength channel for the 1st chirped grating is shown in

1st Setup using
Theory testing continuous

Final setup results
setup chirped grating

setup
Amount of Amount of Amount of

position shifted as position shifted as position shifted as
chirped grating is chirped grating is chirped grating is

moved from moved from moved from
region I to region region II to region region I to region

II (deg) III (deg) III (dejl)
1546 nm 1.41 ± 0.02 1.56 ± 0.02 2.97 ± 0.02
1547nm 1.48 ± 0.02 1.59 ± 0.02 3.07 ± 0.02
1548 nm 1.55 ± 0.02 1.64 ± 0.02 3.18 ± 0.02
1549nm 1.61 ± 0.02 1.68 ± 0.02 3.29 ± 0.02
1550nm 1.57 ± 0.02 1.72 ± 0.02 3.29± 0.02
1551 nm 1.73 ± 0.02 1.72 ± 0.02 3.46 ± 0.02
1552 nm 1.76 ± 0.02 1.81 ± 0.02 3.57 ± 0.02
1553 nm 1.79 ± 0.02 NA NA
1554 nm 1.83 ± 0.02 NA NA
1555 nm 1.88 ± 0.02 NA NA

Table 4: The wavelength channels' peak power position shift as change in the 1st

chirped grating density for the testing setup.
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Table 4. The position shifting of each wavelength channel is not linear, but does

monotonically increase as the wavelength increases. The change in the amount of the

position shifting for different wavelengths is due to a change in the incident position of

the light within the region. This is expected as seen from the calculation result in Figure

54 and Figure 55. This figure shows the position of a wavelength channel as the groove

density changes in the 2nd (slave) grating.

5.3.1.2 2nd Chirped Grating

The position shift of each wavelength channel for the 2nd chirped grating is shown in

Table 5. The position shifting is not linear, but again increases monotonically as the

wavelength increases, which is due to the changes in incident position within the region.

This is expected as seen from calculations, in Figure 54 and 55. However, for the longer

wavelengths, the amount of shift per channel increased progressively more than what the

Amount of Amount of Amount of
position shifted as position shifted as position shifted as
chirped grating is chirped grating is chirped grating is

moved from moved from moved from
region I to 2egion region II to region region I to region

II (deg) III (deg) III (deg)
1546 nm 1.46± 0.02 1.49 ± 0.02 2.95 ± 0.02
1547 nm 1.60± 0.02 1.57 ± 0.02 3.17±0.02
1548 nm 1.75± 0.02 1.67 ± 0.02 3.42 ± 0.02
1549 nm 1.94± 0.02 1.68 ± 0.02 3.63 ± 0.02
1550 nm 2.11± 0.02 1.66 ± 0.02 3.78 ± 0.02
1551 nm 2.15± 0.02 1.7 ± 0.02 3.86± 0.02
1552 nm 2.24± 0.02 1.8 ± 0.02 4.04± 0.02
1553 nm 2.39± 0.02 1.75 ± 0.02 4.14 ± 0.02
1554 nm NA NA NA
1555 nm NA NA NA

Table 5: The wavelength channels' peak power position shift as change in the 200

chirped grating density for the testing setup.
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calculations predicted. This could be due to difference in the incident angle of the shorter

wavelength and the longer wavelength on to the second grating since the longer

wavelength is diffracted at larger incident angle than the shorter wavelength in the

experiment.

5.3.2 Routing ofWavelength Channel in Final Setup

The amount of the position shift of each wavelength channel for the final setup is

shown in Tables 6 and 7.

5.3.2.11st Chirped Grating

The position shift of each wavelength channel for the 1st chirped grating is shown in

Table 6. As with the previous setups, the position shifting of the wavelength channel was

not linear and monotonically increased with wavelength, which was predicted by the

Amount of Amount of Amount of
position shifted as position shifted as position shifted as
chirped grating is chirped grating is chirped grating is

moved from moved from moved from
region I to 2egion region II to region region I to region

II (deg) III (deg) III (deg)
1546nm 1 2.8 3.8
1547nm 1.2 3 4.2
1548 nm 1.5 3.2 4.7
1549 nm 1.8 3.3 5.1
1550nm 1.7 3.6 5.3
1551 nm 1.9 3.9 5.8
1552 nm 2.2 4.2 6.4
1553 nm 2.4 4.5 6.9
1554 nm 2.6 4.8 7.4
1555 nm 2.9 5 7.9

Table 6: The wavelength channels' peak power position shift as change in the 1st

chirped grating density for the final setup.
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calculations in Figure 54 and 55. The figure shows position of a wavelength channel as

the groove density changes in the 2nd (slave) grating.

5.3.2.2 2nd Chirped Grating

The position shift ofeach wavelength channel for the 2nd chirped grating is shown in

Table 7. The position shifting of the wavelength channel is not linear, but does increases

as the wavelength increases. In addition, the amount of the position shifting is different

between positions due to change in the region groove density. This is expected as seen

from the calculations, shown in Figure 54 and 55. This figure shows the position of a

wavelength channel as the groove density changes in the 2nd (slave) grating. However, for

the higher wavelengths, the amount of shifting ofeach channel position increased

progressively more than what the calculation predicted. As before, this could be due to

difference in the incident angle of the shorter wavelength and the longer wavelength.

Amount of Amount of Amount of
position shifted as position shifted as position shifted as
chirped grating is chirped grating is chirped grating is

moved from moved from moved from
region I to region region II to region region I to region

II (deg) III (deg) III (deg)
1546nm 3.5 4.2 7.7
1547 nm 3.7 4.2 7.9
1548 nm 3.9 4.8 8.7
1549nm 4.4 5 9.4
1550nm 4.8 5.3 10.1
1551 nm 5.2 5.4 10.6
1552 nm 5.5 6.1 11.6
1553 nm 5.9 6.3 12.2
1554nm 6.2 6.5 12.7
1555 nm 6.8 6.2 13

Table 7: The wavelength channels' peak power position shift as change in the 2na

chirped grating density for the final setup.
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5.4 Beam Broadening

Due to the limitations in controlling the beam waist of the light incident on the chirped

grating, a noticeable

increase of beam waist at
Beam broadening
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Figure 56: Calculated position ofwavelength channel for the
case when the wavelength channel interacted over the range
ofthe chirped grating without overlapping the same groove
density area.
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thus encounters various groove densities. As the beam spot size increased, the area of

chirped grating hit by the light increased. For example, if the spot diameter for the light

containing only a single wavelength and with evenly distributed power is comparable to

the length of the chirp on the grating, then the diffracted angle would be different for

each spatial location along the length ofthe grating. This would result in spreading of

light at different angles according to groove density. Figure 56 shows the affect of grove

density variation on the fInal position ofan individual wavelength channel.

In the experiment, due to the beams of closely spaced channels physically overlapping

following diffraction from the fIrst grating, some of the same area ofthe chirped grating

is shared by the different channels. This results in over lapping of the wavelengths at the

fInal destination (output), as shown in Figure 57. As the area shared by each wavelength

channel at the chirped grating increases, the overlapping ofeach channel at the output

increases.

The spatial overlapping of the wavelengths leads to high levels ofcross-talk between

the channels. In order to minimize the effect ofoverlapping of the beam on the chirped

grating, it would be necessary to focus each channel's beam at the chirped grating to

reduce the area shared by each wavelength.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion

The fast paced increase in the need for higher bandwidth in current communication

systems has led to the development optical networks. However, today's communication

technologies do not completely utilize the full potential ofoptic communication systems,

due to limiting constraints from the optical components. Even with the advancement in

optical components within optical communication systems, the available wavelength

channel ranges are limited. This limitation arises from the optical fiber, which has narrow

wavelength ranges with low loss coefficients centered at 0.8 J..lm, 1.3 Jlm, and 1.5 Jlm. In

addition to the limitations of the optical fiber, the optical amplifiers currently in used,

such as the erbium dope fiber amplifier (EDFA), also limit the maximum channel spacing

due to the limited range of wavelengths it can amplify uniformly, typically about 35-40

nm [23]. Therefore, in order to increase the efficiency ofoptical communication systems,

the number ofchannels within the available wavelength ranges needs to be increased.

One means to accomplish this is wavelength division multiplexing. However, in

today's optical communication systems, the demultiplexer is one ofthe factors which

limits the number of channels that can be transmitted through the optical fiber, since it

can only demultiplex wavelength channels with certain wavelength separations, typically

larger than 0.5 nm. Therefore, to increase the number ofthe wavelength channels, there is

a need for the demultiplexer that is capable of separating closely packed wavelength
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channels. To meet this need, this thesis discussed the research and development ofa

demultiplxer constructed with cascading diffraction gratings to achieve a robust and cost

effective demultiplexer that is capable of separating the closely packed wavelength

channels, with separation less than 0.5 nm.

6.1 Testing of Grating System

In the initial stage of the research, a single 600 grooves/rom grating was used for

reference measurements. These measurements were conducted to examine the

wavelength channel separation property ofdiffraction gratings and to compare the results

with other demultiplexer setups published in the literature. Reference measurements were

conducted with this configuration for all the different experimental setups examined in

this thesis.

The initial reference measurement results showed that the single grating setup, within

reasonable size, is ideally suited for wide channel systems, with spacing of /)).. > lnm

because it is simple, robust, and cost effective. However, for DWDM systems, which

require wavelength channel spacings of /),,')., < lnm, it would not be suitable. Even though

the resolution of the channels can be increased by increasing the distance between the

grating and collection fiber and/or changing the angle of incidence of the input to the

grating, this results in achieving only the typical lower limit of channel density for a setup

with a reasonable distance between input and output.

6.2 Testing of Dual Grating System

6.2.1 First Stage

In the beginning of this research, the feasibility ofa demultiplexer using dual grating
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in series was tested [25]. Once the feasibility was proven, two proto-type chirped gratings

were fabricated, by Oceanic Inc., one chirped grating with groove density varying from

300 grooves/ rom to 600 grooves/rom and another chirped grating with groove density

varying from 100 grooves/rom to 600 grooves/rom.

With these two proto-type chirped gratings, testing of two different setups were

conducted; the testing setup and then final setup. In this research, two different

measurement setups were conducted due to the power fluctuation problems in the first

setup, called the testing setup.

6.2.2 Testing Setup

Using the 600 grooves/rom grating, as a master grating, and the different groove

density areas of the chirped grating that had groove density varying from 300

grooves/rom to 600 grooves/rom, as the slave grating, in series resulted in improved

wavelength channel separations. Following this test, the 1st chirped grating was replaced

by the 2nd chirped grating, having groove density varying from 100 grooves/rom to 600

groove/rom. In both case, the separations between the wavelength channels improved by

450% to 850% depending on the groove density, when compared to the average

separations of the wavelength channels for the reference measurements.

However, even though this testing setup showed improvement of the physical

separation between the wavelengths, the power ofeach channel fluctuated depending on

the position of receiving fiber. This power fluctuation in the measurements was partially

due to the ineffective coupling into the output single-mode fiber, which has small

numerical aperture. The loss is also due to the angle of incidence for the single-mode
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fiber, which differs for each wavelength. The angle of incidence for light coupling into

the collection fiber was difficult to control due to small angle changes for each

wavelength; therefore, the output fiber was fix at a single angle, while light came from

slightly different angles.

6.3 Final Setup

To reduce the power fluctuations in the testing stage of this research, a different setup

was used. Identical to the configuration ofthe testing setup, the 600 grooves/rom grating

was used as a master grating, and 1st chirped grating, having groove density varying from

300 grooves/rom to 600 grooves/rom, was used as the slave grating. The two gratings in

series resulted in improved wavelength channel separation. Then, as it was done with

testing setup, the 1st chirped grating was replaced by the 2nd chirped grating, having

groove density varying from 100 grooves/rom to 600 grooves/rom. In this setup, the

separations between the wavelength channels improved by 370% to 1700% for the 1st

chirped grating and 800% to 1780% for the second chirped grating, depending on the

groove density, when compared to the average separations of the wavelength channels for

the reference measurements.

Compared to the first setup, which had more than 10 dB difference between the

highest power and the lowest power, the second setup reduced the power fluctuation

between the highest and the lowest power to less than 10 dB. However, the improvement

in received power came at the cost of additional measurement error due to a larger

limitation on movement controL In the design ofan actual demultiplexer device, this

could be compensated for by precise control ofthe arrangement ofthe output fiber.
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6.4 Dual Grating Measured Results verse Calculated Results

From the calculations, it was evident that the position of the each wavelength channel

was predominately controlled by the groove density of second grating. This is attributed

to the difficulty encountered in controlling the accuracy of the light from the first grating

to hit the area of the desired groove density of the second grating. Through the

experiment using the chirped grating as a routing element, the relationship of wavelength

and the groove density was partly verified.

6.5 Routing Property

In addition to the demultiplexing capability of the chirped grating, it was tested for the

routing property.

The position shifting of the wavelength channel was found to be non-linear, but

monotonically increasing as was expected. The position of the selected wavelength

changed as the groove density increased and decreased. These position changes were

different between the 1st and 2nd chirped gratings, where 2nd chirped grating had a larger

groove density change. This routing ofthe wavelength also verified that position shifting

of the given wavelength is depended on groove density.

6.7 Unwanted Effects of Chirped Grating

Due to the limitation in controlling the beam waist of the light going into the chirped

grating, an increase ofbeam waist was observed. Even though it is possible to focus or

collimate the light beam into small spot size, there was a limit to minimum size, achieved

in this experiment. Therefore, when the beam hit the continuously chirped grating, the
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light interacted with various groove densities, and as the beam spot size increased, the

area illuminated on the chirped grating increased. This resulted in spreading of light in

different direction according to groove density. This effect is more severe for the setup

where the chirped grating was used compared to the uniform groove density grating.

The beam broadening effect caused large cross talk between the neighboring

wavelength channels, since the each wavelength coming out of the master grating could

not be easily separated before the chirPed grating (slave grating).

Other than the beam broadening, the typical loss due to the coupling the light into the

output fiber was large, typically about 20 dB. This can be significantly reduced by

inserting collection optics in front of each fiber, which is common technique employed in

fiber optic systems.

Closing

This research shows that all of the dual grating setup improved the average

wavelength channel separation compare to the single grating systems. The improvements

of the wavelength separation ranges from 50% to 1700% depending on the setup, which

clearly shows capability of the system of separating the wavelength channel spacing of

less than 0.5 urn for reasonably sized demultiplexer.
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